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HISTORICAL

IOCIIT

Maxim

titdiher Forecast

"

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY
"I am visiting California at the request df the president and with the
consent of the legislature to conler
upon aii important matter which,
while ioeal in its immediate etfeet,
is international in character.

EXAMPLE OF

"Each state occupies a dual

NIA LAND ACT

IS

RIGHT

ALL

AMERICA SHOULD BE FOR AMERICANS AND NOT FOR ALIENS,
IS HIS ARGUMENT

BRYAN

REACHK THE COAST

REFUSES TO GIVE

A STATEMENT

BEGINNING CONFERENCE WITH LEGISLATURE

BEFORE

CITY

APRIL 28, 1913.

MONDAY,

WOMAN AND CHILD LABOR
Merfidian,
Miss., April 28. Delegates apointed by the governors of

MEASURE

all the southern states assembled in
Meridian today for the first southern
conference on woman and child labor.
State labor commissioners,
heads of labor organizations' 'and
many noted sociologists are here 'o
address the conference, the sessions
of which will continue two days.

CALLS FOR

ACT MAY BE

DIAZ

BETWEEN

posi-

that concerns the nation's relations
with the outside world.
"The president. upon whom rests
the constitutional- duty of maintaining
diplomatic relations with other countries, asked me to come to California to confer with the governor and
legislature ,upon Buch phases of the
subject as to this nation's relations
with other nations.
on such a mission, it
"Coming
would' 'je obviously improper to say
anything in advanre upon questions
whkh may enter into the conference."
The legislative conference with
o'Secretary Bryan began at 11:13
clock in the assembly chamber, with
only Secretary Itiyan, Governor John
son aud the 12 members of the legislature in attendance.
Although it was stated earlier that
Secretary Bryan had requested a private conference, from which the
newspaper men and the public in general should be excluded, this respon
sibility was disclaimed by the secre
tary of state after the meeting con-

REPRESENTATIVE SISSON MAKES
SPEECH REGARDING CALIFOR-

OPTIC,

ARISES A NEW CURRENCY TARIFF

FRICTION

tion. While it is guardian of its domestic affairs, it is a member of the
union and therefore interested In all

JAPAN

IT

Real Wisdom Always
Knows When to

J
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ONLY FOLLOWING

SAYS

L--

Quit
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and Tuesday
Fair; Rising Tem
perature

Tonight

1

AND

IERIA

PROVISIONAL

GOVERNMENT

MEXICO CITY IS HEADED
WARD THE BREAKERS

ORATORY

TAKEN OP
I

WILSON

PRESIDENT

N

IS ANXIOUS

TO BEGIN WORK ON MONEY
REFORM LAW

TO-

EVERYBODY
MAKES

,

THE

IN

visitors arrived at the capital to

at-

the

In-

tend the annual convention of

THE

DIVIDED MAY COME UP AT EARLY DATE EXPECTING

IS

ARMY

PRESIDENT HAS THE IF TARIFF IS SAFELY DISPOSED

TEMPORARY
INFANTRY

AND

OF, ACTION MAY OCCUR IN
SPECIAL SESSION

DICTATOR

THE ARTILLERY

IS

BUSY DRAFTING
THEIR

THEY SEND

EXECUTIVE

THE

CONFIDEN-

ANXIOUS

IS

THAT CARE BE TAKEN IN ITS

TIAL AGENT TO EUROPE ON
IMPORTANT MISSION

'

PROTEST

PREPARATION

REPRESENTATIBE

AT

LON-D-

TOLD TO ANSWER
DON
MAND TO QUIT SCUTARI

AUDIENCES ternational Kindergarten Union. The POWERS'
sessions will begin tomorrow and continue until Saturday

ACTION

IS

CRUEL

TO
APPEALS
WORLD
SYMPATHIES
OF THE
IN BRIEF NOTE

LITTLE

WHO WISH TO AIR VIEWS
WITHHOLD SPEECH UNTIL

THOSE

NATION

GIRL DIES ALONE
Des Moines, Iowa, April 28. Miss
Bird McDole of Des Moies is the
"Bud" who sent Miss Lana Conger
THROUGH the postal cards which were found in DEPRIVED DF WAR'S SPOILS
RIGHT
WILL GO
her effects following Miss Conger's
death in Colorado Springs Saturday. TAKES TURKISH FORTRESS AND
HOUSE WILL HAVE PASSED THE
Miss McDole was a close friend of
THEN IS ORDERED TO ABANBILL BY NEXT MONDAY, SAYS
Miss Conger, but did not hear of her
DON IT AT ONCE
UNDERWOOD
she
returned home this
death until
afternoon after spending Sunday out
London, April 28. The representa:8.
A ruBh of of tbe city.
Washington, April
tive
of the Montenegrin government
speech making on the final day of
in London received instructions today
PROGRESSIVE
CONGRESS
bill made
on
LAST MINUTE

WAY

UNDER

BIG

MAKE A FORMAL

J

KINDERGARTEN UNION
Washington, D. C, April 28 Many

HIS OPINION

TO

MONTENEGRO

HER

HOUSE

RUSH TO EXPRESS

A

j

April 28. President
Washington,
Wellington, April 28. A rapidly
Washington, April' 28. A "war
Wilson fel that, mosiiecta for cur
Aiexko
City,
in
situation
glowing
speech" In support of the proposed
the tariff
debate
the
naught with Motion between tne rency legislation during unonpresent general
land law, was deCalifornia
Springfield, 111., April 28 With for- from Cettinje ordering him to protest
the proceedings lively in the house. Most
of the provi- ueuKion fiHnemi not alone
tactions
Oiaz
and
nuena
mer
Senator Beveridge of Indiana formally against the demand ol the
livered In the house today by Reprea
sional government is reported in con- dispatch with which the tariff bill is of the members had held back with
and
former
Governor Stubbs of Kan- European powers for the immediate
sentative Sisson of Mississippi.
these reports are disposed of, but upon progress toward view of getting the larger audiences sas scheduled as
and
fidential
advices,
to
or
submit
war
must
we
have
"If
speakers, a confer- evacuation of Scutari by the Monteto what expected with the closing of the genaugmented by agents of the Carranza a common agreement as
of
the
leaders
ence
of the progressive negrins, which is described by the
this indignity, I am for war," cried Mr. vened.
eral debate and the shifting of the
should constitute banking reform.
"It is 'not fair to say that outsideis constitutionalists arriving here.
was opened here to- government of King Nicholas as "unin
Illinois
party
Sisson. "I am with the people of Calitariff
The president hopes that the infor consideration of the Underwood
the request of auv
Kooert jfesqueira, a member of the
A permanent organization of just and cruel."'
day.
fornia in their efforts to prevent these were excluded at
was
here
discussion ana preliminary inves-- j revision to a reading of the measure the state and counties is to be permal
arrived
"It
simply
Mr.
of
said
house
Mexico
one,"
deputies,
Bryan.
The demand of the Europeaa powers
aliens from acquiring land."
of opinion that the ses- today to succeed Gonzales Gante as tigation going on among currency re- under the five minute rule, beginning fected in
of the next cam- is couched in the following terms:
anticipation
"I believe" said Mr. Sisson, "that the consensus
tc
morrow.
confidential agent of the Carranza form advocates will lead to a general
"We have the honor to 4eclare colalien should be allow- sion should be executive."
no
not chang- paign.
forces. Gante has been assigned to a understanding before long, so that the Chairman Underwood has
in
the
to the royal government of
lectively
ed to hold a Bingle foot of land
launched and, if It ed his view that the bill should be
special mission, the nature of which bill itself may be
that the taking of the for
Montenegro
territory of the United States. What CHINA'S RECOGNITION
a
within
in
leadthe
house
of
disposed
is not disclosed, but it is believed he meets the approval of democratic
SilLLKMIRE
HISSING
of Scutari does not in any way
tress
would Washington say in answer to
ers generally, an effort might be made week from today and that thesugar
is going to Europe.
modify the decision of the European
the question, war or submission? What
to push its passage before the extra schedule is not likely to offer much
Mexico
in
MAYBE PUT OFF Keports of the situation the
would Jackson say? What would Clevepowers relative to the limitation of
HIDING
OF
OUT
COMES
unless
the
that
He
trouble.
real
hoped
tensity session adjourns.
confirm earlier advices of
the frontier ot northern and northland say What would McKinley say?
wool advocates
The presilent intimated that until fight of the anti-freot the relations of Diaz to Huerta. Beeastern Albania and consequently tho
I resent the efforts of Japan to
Al.Ml
1111
UNITED STATES DEMANDS THAT tween the two officials practically all definite progress had been made In
demands."
TO
to
H.
PREPARES
her
to
BIXBY
submit
us
city of Scutari must be evacuated
force
would be lit senate substantially in the form hACRGE
NEW REPUBLIC MUST ORGANgovernment forces in the federal dis- drafting the bill, there
with the briefest possible delay and
GRAND JURY WHAT HE
TELL
Mr. Sisson took the position that the
in which it stands.
IZE CONSTITUTIONALLY
trict have been divided into two tle effort to Eound out sentiment
must be handed over to the European
KNOWS OF WHITE SLAVES
Japanese government, in protesting
of
Illinois,
Rainey
Representtive
armed camps. Huerta has added to congress.
.
.
..
.
.
powers
alien land legislation, was enrepresented by the command
:
Til;..-.!.-riY t lO
u.Kn
...v J7T1.
iiiiuuid, wuu uu nhofOQ
lne impressing was iuin;u, uuwcy-ju- i
April 28. Political de- the .infantry, at the national palace
of
the international naval forces
I.os
CaUVpril
Anseles,
ant,
deavoring to exempt its citizens from Washington,
r" ot'tiiH 'vvhTr.4."Hou8"tliat
a"" "Ve'ttH'PUfiura! wheduleof the bill as a meiu,v ...... ..
in China have made t and Diaz has encamped much of the
u r.ihv thn Lontr Beach mil ilyinar before the Monteneimn eoa
the operation of the laws of the states. velopments
means
committee;
the United States will artillery on his estate, about30 miles definite measure would be completeder of the ways and
who disappeai ed when the The royal government of Montenegro
"The president and secretary of improbable that
of Kansas,! lionaire,
before long and that it might be sub ReDresentative Murdock
new
the
repa
recognize
white slave investigauon began a is invited to give a prompt reply to
away
state." said Mr. Sisson, "should only immediately
ofrt- Mo'ndragon, minister of war, is inmitted. to party leaders before the the leader of the progressives, along week, ago, reappeared today and went this communication."
..,,
on alien government that the lie ss originally intended, and
tariff bill had been finally acted upon. with Representative Chandler of New before the
therefore
there
is,
believe
be cials here
The Montenegrns representative in
grand jury, which renewpractical possession of the citadel,
people of the alien nation would
York and others of that party, and
are
into allegations, which London, to whom this demand was
comp..cauns
of
no
quartered.
furtner
ed
its
other
with
in accordance
.;,., fo!.
where
artillery
danger
inquiry
some of the big guns of the republi
a the
and war deon the one hand accuse these men as cabled back from Cettinje, said today:
the law of the state. Any other posi- delicate situation at Peking the live Officials of the state
cans were on today's speaking prothe
over
of
conclusion
conferred
of
the
today,
white slavers, and on. tne other rep"I have been ordered by my governpartments
tion would lead to the federal govern- result
TODAY IN CONGRESS
gram.
Mexican
uC
200
me
ana
o
the
uciun
to
loan
resent
the men as the victims of a ment to protest formally against this
release
powers
the
laws
under
,t from
proposed
(,un
bill
the
. Mr.
Rainey declared that
and his cabinet federals held at El Paso, Texas, but
t'.amorra of female blackmailers.
unjust and cruel demand and oni'a
of the states the citizens of anothei tween Yuan Shi Kai
the dawn of a new era
radirepresented
the
and
powerful
decision.
William LaCasse and Richard Hoi- - more to ask the European powers to
side
one
no
resion
the
reported
nation. But all citizens or aliens
Washington, April 28. Senate: in the government's fiscal policy, lingsworth, two young automobile examine in aa equitable manner the
onmeome.
dent in a state must be held subject cal party in the assembly
received from the presi "making lighter the burdens of taxes
Nominations
anofficial
first
Acts
the
of
Isurrectos' Inhuman
dealers, arrested in a vice round up vital question of Montenegro's futu.a
Although one
to its laws, and to exempt the alien
consumers and compelling great conducted
upon
was
dent.
Towns28.
of
nouncement
Bryan
El
Texas,
Secretary
by the police ana county and to place that nation on an. equal
April
Paso,
would give' him privileges over any
Committee on education and labor wealth to contribute its fair share to- authorities were brought before Justhe people of Santa Rosalia, some 800
to
addition
withdrawing
in
that
Americans."
footing with the other Balkan allies.
of those accorded to
nomina- ward paying the government expenin men women and children, are walk- - agreed to favorably report
Reves and
tice of the Peace';"- -'
participation
from
of
States
United
noints
cS
t
inFth
:..n,aA
OlbSUil UiOiuoowi
tion of Charles P. Neill as commis- ses." He pointed out that no governCandidate for King Talks
arraigned on charges of having wrongnearly m mUes to Chihuahua
international law involved in the dis- the six power loan negotiation?, e.ir!yhlg
of labor and statistics.
ment that had adopted an income tax ed
sioner
their
ot
siatea girl not yet 16
later
to
was
the
resuiis
intended,
Quick,
was
Evelyn
escape
April 28. Ismail Kemal Bey,
California
Paris,
recognition
City
that
declared
repute and
system and given it fair trial had re- years old. They wtil 'nave their pre- the candidate favored by Austria-Hungar- y
Sundry civil appropriation bill
constitutionalists,
ut
tne w niie nouse
town's
ments
from
by
capture
what
to
Japan
do
only
endeavoring
Chairman Martin announcing pealed it.
for the Albanian throne, who is
liminary examinations May 5.
report refugees arriving here' today. ported.
tin J ulraorlv rlnrt A
call it up for consideration
would
he
at the now in Paris, speaking today of th'j
was
the
i.'.e
when he arrived
ol
the
destroyed
So
Hixby,
organization
with
us
upon
completely
now
pendent
threatens
"If Japan
at next meeting.
court house, was surrounded by a cor- situation In Albania, said.,
on constitutional Iikcs.
Mexican Central railway that the resinveswar, what would she do when millions government
resolution
for
AHGUHENT"
Kern's
FOR
"ROOM
Senator
inJustice
secure
was
to
don of private detectives.
American Charge Williams
idents of the town, unaoie
"If Essad Pasha's reported deal with
of her citizens have acquired land in
of West Virginia coal strike
tigation
is
con
whom
so
a
charged
to
walk
ic
before
Bixoy
weeks
were
along
forced
two
Ileves,
be true it is treachery and
vehicles,
Alontenegro
cur country?" he said. "I lay down structed nearly
was reported and will be considered
to appear folly treachery because without Scu
the
as
failure
at
new
for
shelter
secure
with
the
and
to
PRESIDENT
contempt
republic
the.
THE
SAYS
railway
recognition
the proposition that an alien popula vey
next Thursday.
:is a witness in the case of Mrs. Ros-;- : tari, Albania would be decapitated
formalities bad been slate capital.
tion holding land within our borders! soon as those Tt
6
House: Resumed general tariff detil
weeK,
.,
last
at
,
is
stated
SautaRosalia
oHh
After
and would become a mere annex to
i::rg, set the hearing for May
taking
u
would be a nxea ana constant
tontght.
will
close
which
bate,
NOT
Rosalia
HAS
HE
ihv
failure
DECLARES
Colonel
WILSON
under
that
the
Servia and Montenegro; folly because
however,
insurgents
American
the
department,
'We' must rr?sfY. to
Representative Rainey spoke in faLOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS TRIP
FORMED OPINION IN PANAMA
to choose a speaker, Hernandez, executed all officers of
it
makes the situation most difficult
the
soil
assembly
own
the
to
ofot
the
farmer
right
a thous- and
28
Colonel vor of tariff bill and Representative
httites.
Nearly
from
CANAL
SQUABBLE
April
federal
Havana,
drawn
the
party
garrison
to
Imperils Albania's very existence
sharply
our
country without competition lowing
It.
members of the Brotherhood of by angering the powers at this juncto delay 'lie Manuel Peublita down to the first Paine against
and
obstacle
sufficient
a
standard!
is
down
his
which would drag
famture.
Washington, April 28. President locomotive Engineers and their
corporals. The refugees relate that
I would not surrender it execution of the instruction.
of living.
ihe
In
conthe
sights
on
he
ilies spent today
seeing
leaving
Wilson told callers today that
the insurgents insisted
"I am sure the Albanians, when
unless we had spent the last drop of!
with Great of the Cuban metropolis. The engin- they realize thir position, will not
in the streets for 24 rotirs,
the
bodies
sidered
Im-- j
controversy
,
and
manhood
DEBTS
American
blood in
LIABLE FOR
Britain over the exemption of Ameri eers came nere from Jacksonville, follow him. Europe cannot bow bealleging that president Madero's body
Learning
poverish our country for a hundred! Washington, April 28. lne
manner.
in
this
can coastwise shipping from paying of Fla., where they recently concluded fore a coup which violates the elaborNorthern was treated
preuie court today held the
K0O refugees from Santa Rosa-- :
The
tolls through the Panama canal a very their national convention.
em-ated plans to conciliate all interests."
j Pocif ic
It was stated at the Japanese
"railway" company liable for
women
old
one.
men,
lia
debatable
mostly
"Home
ccmpripe
Efficiency"
Ismail Kemal Bey leaves Paris to
been
Pacific
no;tne debt8 of tlie Northern
bassr today that there had
no intimation as
town's normal
The
The
children.
gave
and
for London.
president
decision
of
day
The
negotiations
status
"railroad" company.
change In the
WILL
to what iiia previous view had been,
bill was announced by Justice Lamar in male population is nearly 1,000. The
land
alien
imCalifornia
as
is
the
"Home
Efficiency
regarding
of the dependent ones was
but democratio senators who talked
Montenegrins Leave Scutari
since Secretary Bryan's departure for a suit brought by Joseph H. Koyd. departure
portant as business efficiency,
condition
disturbed
idea that he opposed
the
the
him
had
with
occasioned
GIRLS
by
Vienna,
FOn
CARE
April 28. Crown Prince
govern
Brandeis.
The
Sacramento.
Japanese
says Louis
I
the
industries.
Root
all
favored
and
the
has
which
Danielo
of
exemption
paralyzed
thei
Montenegro and his troops
ment U awaiting the outcome of
Home efficiency is not diffiforced
to repeal it. When Mr.
not
were
out of Scutari toward
amendment
The
marched
actually
have
refuses
MOUNTS
cult to practise, and it applied
TO TEST CAVALRY
secretary's mission.
to lave by the insurgents.
Wilson discussed the question tooay LOS ANGELES TRIES NEW PLAN the north, according to official dis28.-- The
save
will
D.
Meanwhile it is felt that anything in
to
you
April
C,
your buying
Washington,
he said he felt that he should keep his
TO SAVE YOUNG WOMEN
patches1 here today. Only five batterthe nature of interference, through the third annual military horse show at
money, worry, time and effort.
until some acMASHERS
open
mind
FROM
ies of Montenegrin artillery remain
absolutely
conwill
sense
and
protests,
GUILTY
first
NOT
PLEAD
is
the
Common
Fort Myer began today
presentation of diplomatic
he
indicated
but
was
tion
in the city.
necessary,
obor any attempt to inject itself into tinue until Thursday. The chief
San Francisco, April
step toward efficiency in shopat
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a
opinion
have
ready
would
Government circles vn Vienna reCalif.,
Los
Cali
April
Angeles,
the
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use
the conferences about to begin
Consider how to
brokers who accepted and handled
ping.
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settlement.
time
walk
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will
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gard tho movements of the Montene"plain clothes" patrolwomen
fornia between Secretary Bryan and q,leSion whether the thoroughbred or sreculativo accounts of Charles F
your time and money to the
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has
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district
downtown
president
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grin troops from Scutari aa equivalent
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best advantage. Know where
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embarrass
the situation.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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APRIL 28, 1913.

MONDAY,

dealt sorely with the Western Union
and the Western Union in turn gave
discriminatng rates and advantages to
the New York Associated Press.
Although this arangement (in the
Review
In
The
North
American
Its
B.
President,
Noyes,
By Frank
light of today a very improper one)
was abolished more than 30 years ago,
Mr.
we
that
knew
course
words
later
Of
hundred
five
by
telegraph
more
daily
many people think that it still exists
Prcbablv no institution is
and occasionally some one arises
As- or telephone to papers able to utilize Wilson does not share the ouiy-IorThe
name
than
known
by
widely
sociated Press and, on the other but a small amount ot general news publication views of his press agent fiercely to denounce this unholy al
to more than fifty thousand and Speaker Clark Is as emphatic in liance.
hand, more vaguely understood by the matter,
as in his hasty
words
newspa his withdrawal
to
daily or thirty-livas
The simple truth is that The Assoits
oganiza
public generally
more
the
Mr.
in
Taft's
columns
managers realize ciated Press has
important
charges.
tion and its functions. For whatever per
during all these 30
that The Associated Press cannot re years and more paid exactly what
cause this may be, that It k a fact !s cities.
The method of collecting foreign port speeches that he does not make, other news associations pay. and that
daily apparent.
news
has been greatly changed in re and Mr. Roosevelt must see a humor the rates charged by the telegraph
The Associated Press is an asso
cent
years. Formerly The Associated ous side to the suggestion that any companies for the facilities furnished
ciation of something ever S"0 newspa
collected its foreign service in one has interfered with his getting us are
Press
greatly in excess of those chargpers, operating under a charter of
London,
receiving the news there of a fairly adequate representation on ed individual newspapers and still
the state of New York as a mutual
the Router Company, of the Wolff the first page.
more than those charged stockbrokers
and
organization for the
Agency of Germany, and of the Havas
With all this, however, goes a fun having leased wires.
news.
of
collection
and
interchange
of France with smaller affi- damental misunderstanding
of the
The Associated Press leases wires,
Under the terms of its charter "the Agency
in Italy and Spain.
liated
Press many thousands of miles of them,
agencies
of
functions
The
Associated
nor
a
make
to
profit
corporation is not
The objection to this method was The individual correspondent or repor from the Western Union, the Postal,
to make or declare dividendsand is
the news as received in London ter for a given newspaper or a small the American Telegraph and Tele
that
sell
of
not to encage in the business
was
alleged to be impressed with an group of newspapers having a com phone company, and from several of
in? intelligence nor traffic in the
bias in any event it was mon bias may be permitted to indulge the independent telephone companies.
English
same."
all in partisanship or in propaganda.
not collected from
concededly
The first three have a common basic
In other words, The Associated
American
viewpoint.
be permit rate, charging us $24 a mile a year in
not
to
This
is
absolutely
of
Press is simply a common agent
To meet this criticism The Asso ted in The" Associated Press.
No the daytime and $12 a mile a year at
its members by which they arrange ciated Press has established regular
Our
ellowed..
can
he
sort
bias
of
any
night. For exactly the same wire they
an interchange of the news that each
bureaus of its own in all the great function is to supply our members charge an individual newspaper $20
memberits
collects, and is bound by
news centers, aua now mamuuns ui- - with news, not views; with news as and $10 respectively, and stockbroker
ship obligation to contribute for the fices and staffs in London, Paris, Berit happens not as we may want it gets a still further reduction.
and
common use of its
Vienna, to happen. Intensely as its managelin, Rome, St. Petersburg,
Far from receiving discriminatory
rewhich
also as the agency through
Tokio, Peking, Mexico City, and Hav- ment may sympathize with any move- favors, The Associated Prehs feels
classes
certain
and
of
foreign
ports
ana, in addition to hundreds of indi ment, no propaganda in its behalf can that it is being distinctly and heavily
of domestic happenings are collected
scattered be tolerated. Very jealously indeed disciminated against.
vidual
correspondents
and distributed to the newspapers
the world.
In these days when all transactions
does the membership guard agaipst
through
served by the organization.
is probable that in the foreign their agency going outside its alloted on a large scale are being subjected
It
in
the present year
The fact that
news field the extraordinary genius of duties and argus-eyeis the censor- to so rigid a scrutiny it is natural
we celebrate the twentieth anniver
Melville E. Stone, the general man ship of every handler of our "copy." that so conspicuous a mark ot public
nation-widsary of the first
It is not, naturally, to he claimed attention as is The Absociated Press
ager of The Associated Press, has
and
exhibited. Just that no mistakes are made. They should not find itself immune from
most
been
strikingly
organization in the world seems
e
war Mr. are made and will be made. But In critical inspection.
to the
to make the publication of something prior
from the czar cf Rus- - Who very nature of the business, with
secured
Stone
From time to time some voice is
rsepecting it timely.
the
abolition
de- - raised denouncing
of
censorship,
worn
sia
so
the
the
heart
the
The Associated
sleeve,
upon
The Associated Press is in no wise
men still remember tection very swiftly follows, and the Press in the same breath both as a
and
newspaper
constithe master of the newspapers
the remarkable frankness with whicn mistakes are few and tar between.
monopoly and because it Is not a montuting its membership; it is distinct- the Russian
out the
The desire to enlist The Associated opoly, and insisting that it become a
gave
government
ly their servant.
news of Russia's reverses in that con Press in propaganda or advocacy is monopoly by admitting to its memIts board of directors is composed
flict.
usually to be found at the bottom of bership all desiring its service; the
of active newspaper men chosen at
of criticisms of its service. Added to theory being that in some way the
the
messages
Orders
expediting
annual meeetings by the membership
The Associated Press were issued at this often is misinformation as to activities of the association impress
and, In an experience running through
instance by the German, French, the real facts and sometimes, though it with a public use and subject it to
20 years of Intimate connection with his
and Russian governments, and happily rarely, actual malice.
the obligation ofacommon carrier to
.Italian,
also
that
the present organization and
a
The service from Russia, for exam- serve all comers.
it has come to be common
as
result
o the older Illinois corporation, I
to get the first ple, has been harshly criticized by
From an ethical standpoint only,
have never known an instance in all for European capitals
news of continental events through some who though that the province of then, is there anything Improper, un- of
boards
of
the changing personnel
cabled 'lack The Associated Press was to under-- , safe, or unwise in a group of newspadirectors when there was any depar-- l Associated Press reports
York.
from
take a crusade against the Russian pers, large or small, associating themNew
ture from tho most rigid observance
One beneficial result coming from government because of its
selves together to do a thing that
;. the highest obligations of trustee-shi- i
this more direct relationship is to be attitude. Our theory of our obliga- each must otherwise
do separately
and disregard of private and
of the ill ef- tions is that we should report the and of reserving to themselves the
found
the
in
minimizing
vice
Interests. The president,
fect of the occasional outbreak ot factB as they occur, without fear or right to determine to what extent the
p: esidents, and members of the board
some utterly inconsequential Germat, favor, but that it is no part of our membership of such a group shall be
of directors serve without salaries.
or Japanese "yellow" duty to tdraw indictments save as enlarged
The Associated Press of today Is the French, English,
United the facts alone are damning.
the
abusing
sporadically
It does not seem, possible to hold
beoutcome of a many-yea- r
struggle
its
and
The
States
case
the
of
Koreans
people.
that a newspaper in New York
charged
One.
fairly
tween two opposing systems.
Formerly profound significance of wtih a plot to assassinate Governor-Genera- l may not join with one in Chicago and
concerns with
(Mat of
a widespread hostility was attached
Terauchi has recently been one in Philadelphia to maintain
a
private or limited ownership which
With the closer much discussed.
common correspondent in Washington
with newspapers to such outpourings.
dealt at arm's-lengtThese Koreans were almost all con- without making it obligatory on these
understanding that conies with more
to which they sold news at such p'
now under- verted Christians and the American three newspapers to share the fruits
we
intimate
knowledge,
ovrt
be
and
fit as might
secured,
which the newspapers who bought stand the relative importance of tut. missionaries in Korea were naturally of their enterprise with other New
from them had no more control than newspapers of other countries as we intensely intensely interested in the York, Chicago, and Philadelphia newsto weight and grade our own. matter.
papers.
over the paper-mil- l
supplying them are able
The
It was freely alleged that The Asdisadvantage of lack of news
If in addition they arange that each
wiili print paper.
re- sociated
Press, unduly influenced by shall supply the others with the news
The other system is based on the touch is strikingly apparent in the
with the the Japanese government, had sup- of its home city, is it within the
theory that a powerful, privately owned lations of the United States
nations. pressed the fact that these Koreans bounds of reason that they are requirAmerican
South
and
Central
agency
and controlled
of had niad,e confessions
secure
news
their
These
countries
the
the
a
to
menace
and
peois
implicating ed to furnish to competitors the same
press
the United States by way of Europe American missionaries as, accessories facilities?
ple,
I give this illustration because that
Determined to establish an agency and it consists mainly of murders, to the plot, and had subsequently reThe
embezzlements.
and
these
tracted
lynehings,
is
to
the
of
confessions,
the
control
asserting
exactly the relation of the newspasubject only
newspapers for whom it acted, in 189:! antipathy to the United States by the that they had been extorted by atroci- pers composing the Associated Press,
a group of western men composing people of these countries is undoubt- ous torture inflicted by the Japanese the scale only being enlarged.
The obligations of a common carrier
the Wester.n Associated Press began edly largely due to the false perspec- police, the intimation being also that
a fight to attain this end, and since tive given by their newspapers. If in the missionaries were in peril by rea- are, however, in uo wise dependent on
magnitude of its transactions. The
that time a contest between these truth we were the kind of people iney son of the repudiated confessions.
Based on this some of the mission- ferry sculled across a stream is just
two opposing principles has been wag- are led to believe we are they would
ary authorities here became much per- as much impressed with a public use
ed In asserting that The Associated be fully justified in their attitude.
inaim
those
of
the
been
has
it
tli3
is
turbed, and indeed one of the grea. as is the Pennsylvania railroad. Each
Press, as today constituted,
servant and agent only of the news- trusted with the management of The New York papers printed news and is a common carrier. It is the narura
papers from which it acts, I have no Associated Press to secure as its rep- editorial articles criticizing The Asso- of the transaction and not its' size that
abroad ciated Press for the suppression of determines its obligations. As re
thought of minimizing the tremen- resentatives both at home and
spects the question of common carrier- dous importance of the work it does men of high character and attain the matter.
As a matter of fact an inspection ship, what is right for three to do is
as such an agent, but wish simply ments, and it may, I think, be fairly
to emphasize the thought, that prop- assumed that the reputation for ac of the news service received by The. proper for three hundred or lor eight
erly speaking it has no entity of its curacy and fairness that its service Associated Press and distributed to hundred to do.
To compel The Associated Press to
own, no mission save to serve its enjoys is largely to be attributed to its members showed that it carried
an unusual measure of success in this the full facts; the confessions, tin- assume an entity of its own and to
members.
ltB members are scattered from the endeavor.
implications of the missionaries, the serve all comers would, in my ju.l
While The Associated Press a geu allegations of torture, the fact that ment, bring about a condition fraught
Atlantic to the Pacific, from Canada
would the allegation of torture was believed with the gravest dangers to the free- to the gulf, and represent every pos- eially held in good esteem,
as
not
understood
be
sible shade of political belief, religiIndicating that by the missionaries, and also the fact dom of the press and in turn to he
ous faith, and economic sympathy. It it has been exempt from criticism and that the Japanese denied the torture j freedom of the people.
stories and attached no credence
is obvious that The Associated Press attack.
At present about
of the
can have no partisan nor factional
If in a campaign all the candidates whatever to the prisoners' statements daily newspapers of the country are
or their managers or press agents did implicating the missionaries.
'itng, no religious affiliation, no
represented by membership in The
r
of
On learning the real situation the Associated Press.
not accuse The Associated Pre
nor
trend.
Its function is simply to furnish its the grossest partisanship as against New York newspaper in question
There are a number of concerns
members with a truthful, clean, com- the particulah. candidacy in whicu promptly printed an ample "amende engaged in the collection and sale of
and this In they were interested, those beariu; houorabl," but I do not doubt that general news to
of The
prehensive,
it broadest sense report of the news the responsibilities
of the service many still Ignorant of the retraction Associated Press, and In one wa or
of the world as expeditiously as is would feel convinced that something feel that The Associated Press was another they supply their customers
compatible with accuracy mid as was radically wrong and would look guilty of some dereliction.
with what are declared to be fiatis'ac
i:
with suspicion on the report themAnother cause of frequent misap- tory services.
ur.niicaily as possible.
Tt 'Jo this the newspapers compos selves.
In no wise
to becomo any
prehension Ik In the general tendency
flnst
h membership contribute,
iim
This is but human nature. Durini; of newspaper readers to attribute any thing approaching a monopoly. Tlu- ti
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it would naturally drift into a'
concern for pecuniary 'profit, in private ownership and subject to private
control.
No more dangerous situation can
well be imagined than the passing oi
the control of the greatest
ing,

news-gatherin- g

and
the world from the hands

agency"
of
erating newspapers to the control of
some individual interested in manipu- of

co-op- -;

lating the news the master and not
the servant of the newspapers.
Because this danger would be so
grave it will not come, but for another reason also, a very basic reason.
There can be no monopoly in news.
The day that it becomes apparent
that a monopoly exists, that day, in
some
way, by some method, individual newspapers or groups of newspapers will take up the work of estab- lishing a service for themselves, inde-- r
pendent of outside control.
The news of the world is open to
him who will go for it Any one will-'- .
ing to expend the energy, the time,
and the money to approach it may dip
from the well of truth.
The news service of The Associated
Press does not consist of its leased
wires or its offices. Its soul is in the
personal service of human men, of men
with eyes to see, with ears to hear,
with hands to write, and with brains
to understand, of men who are proud
when they succeed, humiliated when
they fall and resentful when maligned.
The telegraph wires are but the blind
instruments of this service, though the
wire has brought the uttermost parts
of the world marvelously close. These
human entities are letting the world
to send word of its doings, of its re
joicings, and its sorrowings to satisfy
the thirst of the people for intelli
gence of the march of events.
The news service of The Associated
Press of the horror of Martinique was
not the event itself. It was the personal service of a man who at the first
hint of the disaster that had wiped
out a population took his orders, chartered a boat, and went to Martinique,
where no correspondent still lived,
End sent a story, his story of the great!
tragedy, wrecking his health by the
effort required.
To get this rejiort, this "news" was
open to any one.
To get it cost the members of The
Associated Press more than $30,000
in addition to the human wastage
and prodigious effort.
It was a part of the day's work.
And as today devoted men labor and
die in order that the members of The
Associated Press, an organization
that neither owns nor prints a newspaper, may lay before their readers a
fair picture of the world's happenings,
so always will these and other men
serve nobly and die bravely that the
world may have tidings of sport and
festival, of birth and death, of congress
and parliament, of Hague conference
and program, of battle and plague, of
shipwreck and rescue.
FRANK B. NOYES
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PLANS FOR PEACE CONGRESS
St. Louis, Mo., April 2S. Advices
received hy the committee In charge

of local arrangements indicate that
the fourth American Peace Congress,
which is to hold forth in St. Louis
the latter half of this week, will tie
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Thanksgiving dinner.' They were to'id
there that many people had lost their
lives in that canyon by getting off the
right road. Their next move was a
big hike, from early morning till midnight, without rest, a distance of 53
miles Into Chloride. Pressing on they
struck the Santa Fe and got into Ash-forfinding it about the toughest
town they expect to see anywhere:
Ashfork. is a railroad town and guns
were popping all night, three murders
being committed in one night, and a
woman fell down a well there and
was nearly killed. Leaving this turbulent spot they visited rnoenix, and
were treated royally, getting a nice
letter from Governor Hunt, who, as
well as others was much Interested
in their trip. The same kind of a
cordiality was manifested at Prescott.
One of their severest'' experiences
came in the White mountains
It was here said Mr. Lambie,
that the Ocean to Ocean highway
needs gTading and other work. The
snow was very deep in some places
and when it melts leaves the roads
very muddy. They tramped through
mud over their ooot tops for six days,
having wet feet all the time. Otherwise, Mr. Lambie states the road
from Phoenix clear through to Santa
Fe is r.u excellent one, and he says
if the road from here to Denver is as
good as it is in the territory through
which they have recently traveled, It
would pay automobilists to come this
way and enjoy the beautiful scenic
route.
At Phoeuix they picked up burros,
and later were importuned, for a consideration to advertise some of the
mining points and advantages of Arizona, he Globe people being enthusiastic, the Salt River Valley and the
Globe Arizona Mineral Zone being
among the watchwords. They are
going to get moving pictures from
these sections to be used in their lectures at Denver and points Deyond.
They lef Phoenix February , and
took in the Rosevelt dam, where an
amusing incident occurred. Occupying one of the abandoned shacKs
e
there, in the morning they were
o find heir burros. Search revealed the animals calmly regaling
themselves on the wall paper that
adorned a deserted shack, and seemingly as much pleased as an epicurean would be to find a choice bit of
dessert awaiting him.
On the 1st of April they entered the
state of New Mexico between St.
John and Salt Lake. Both gentlemen
were enthusiastic regarding the work
being done in this state on the public
highways, and were surprised to find
New Mexico so wide awake to the
needs of the day. One of the most
striking undertakings they think is
the "big cut," part of the road construction work, under State Engineer
French's supervision and direction.
They stopped at the engineer's
camp near A'igadones, before coming
to Santa Fe. The sights they have
seen since entering the state, are to
them, among the most notable yet experienced, including the trip through
out the ranges west, where they saw.
he ruins of a prehistoric people and
found skulls and with well preserved
jaws and teeth of the unsolved race.

TRAVELERS HERE
AFTER A LONG
WALK
HAROLD MclLVAIN AND CHARLES
LAMBIE ARE HIKING ALL
OVER THE NATION

Saturday afternoon two bronzed
travelers entered the city by the old
Santa Fe Trail. Three burros packed
with the necessaries of life were the
on'iy means of locomotion in addition
to the men's sturdy legs. The men
were Harold Mcllvain and Charles
Lambie, who are making a tour of
the United States on foot They propose to visit every capital in the
United States before 1913. They are
getting data on the Ocean to Ocean
highway and Saturday made tne statement that the southern route has
proved to be tip to all their expectations, and Is in good condition with
a few exceptions which could be re
paired with little cost This should
he of interest to all boosters of the
highway and steps
should be taken at once to repair the
road in Xew Mexico mat will be a
part of It On their hats they are
wearing bands bearing the legend
As an evi"1915, San Francisco."
sunshine
the
storm
and
of
the
dence
which they have passed through,
these bands that were made of blue,
with gold letters, the colors of
have so faded as to be hard to
read. Mr. Lambie keeps the letters
they have from governors and mayors carefully rolled in a leather case,
and when he unrolled if the first document that was revealed was a letter
from Mayor Rolph, of San Francisco.
Armed with this letter and a few necessaries, the men left the Golden
Gate on the 9th of last October and
went to Sacramento, where they got
a letter from Acting Governor "Wallace, Governor Johnson at that time
being in the east campaigning with
Roosevelt.
From Sacramento they
traveled towards Nevada by way of
the Southern Pacific railroad ties
and crossed the Sierras just in time
to escape the first severe storms in
the mountains, turning after reaching Reno and going to Carson City.
At that time they had no burros and
were carrying packs weighing about
20 pounds each. The second capital
having been made and a letter from
Governor Oddy having been obtained
they left for Tonopah and Goidfield.
Mr Mcllvain says they then passed
over the desert that lies along the
edge of Death Valley. Both of these
men have been in that country before,
nd running out of food and water was
not a new experience. Mr. Mcllvain
was in Death Valley a few years ago.
He saw a camp called Greenwater
grow in three weeks from a dozen to
a population of 1,500 people an today
there is no one there. Mr. Lamoie
recalls a similar experience. A few
years ago he was at Beatty, and in
the present camp ne found a camp of
only forty which had dropped off
from a thriving place of 3,000 sous.
The trip across the desert was one
of the real hardships they nave so
far experienced, trying to make towns
and being caught out without bedding
and being obliged to keep warm by a
grease wood fire, was one of them.
They found better traveling after
leaving Las Vegas, :evada, but got
lost m the Eldorado canyon, on the
Colorado river and were without food
for 36 hours, but by climbing a peak
they got their bearings, and seeing
the river followed It and reached a
mining camp in time to enjoy a
Ocean-to-Ocea-
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Rheumatism as a result of kidney
trouble, stiff and aching joints, back
ache and sore kidneys will all yield to
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
are tonic in action, quick in results,
curative alway3. W. S. Skelton, Stan
ley, Ind., says: "I would not take
$100.00 for the relief from kidney trouble I received from one single box of
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.
Sour Stomach
This Is a mild form of indigestion
Eat slowly, masticate your food thoroughly and take one of Chamberlain's
Tablets just after supper and it may
be avoided. For sale by all dealers.
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Young Man
Opportunity for
Display of Gallantry, but Fortun
Was In Fickle Mood.

London. A special correspondent
of the Daily Mirror sends from
an interesting account of conditions in the village of Llangwm,
Pembrokeshire, where women "man"
the fishing fleet, and at times even
build the houses. They actually work
harder than the men.
"Never in all my experience have 1
known such industry or such uncomplaining effort," the Rev. D. M. Prysej
the Baptist minister, said. Mr. Pryse
and the rector- are the only twe
Welshmen living in this village, for
all the rest of the 880 persons, all related to each other, are descended
from the Flemings, who settled near
there in 1195.
Mrs. Mary Palmer, aged 82, is a remarkable old woman. She walks with
a stick now, and age Is making the
furrows deep in her forehead, but until a few years ago she tramped for
miles selling fish, which she carried
in a pannier oh her shoulders.
"Yes, I have fished in Milford Haven," she said, "ever since I was a
little thing. We women here manage
the boats as well as the men, and, although we go out in all weathers, 1
have never known a life lost or boat
wrecked.
"I have dredged for oysters with the
other women, and then tramped to
Carmathen with a hundredweight on
my back in a day; sold the oysters
that night, sometimes for as little as
eight cents a hundred, before going to
bed, and then tramped all the way
home the- next day. I brought up a
family, too, and have been a widow
for 25 years.
"Mr.
gives me a pension now of five shillings a week, but
I think an old woman who's worked as
hard as I have ought to have more,
don't you?"
Mrs. Palmer also pointed proudly to
her cottage, which she helped to build
herself, "working like a nigger," as
she said, in the interval of catching
herrings and taking oysters. She dug
the foundations, made the mortar, carried stones by the hundredweight from
Hav-erfor-

-

MODERN INDUSTRY AND DEATH

That the Two Are
Ad-

Some time ago statistics were made
public in this country showing that
industry is making men old at forty.
Vow, I'rance goes the United States
me better. In that country statistics
show old age is totally denied to a
great portion of the population.
Dr. Jacques Bertillon of the Paris
municipal statistical department has
just made public figures which show
the terriffic effects that industry, wiL'.i
;ts diseases and accidents, exercises;
ver a large part of the working
The number of
people of France.
workingmen who live to "a good old
ige" in that country is growing fewer
Industrial
year by year.
break most toilers in their prio:.
There wholesale; sacrifices cr.Ti no
longer bo excused on the ground that
they are the inevitable risks of ii
A generation or two ago
lutitry.
leath and disease might still have
been claimed as intrinsic accessorie ;
to industrial progress. But not today.
Science has shown the way to comba'.
many industrial diseases and Insure
reasonable safety even in dang"rom
A host of technical safeoccupations.
guards have been pit out to prevent
killing and maiming by machinery.
What is needed to deprive the shop,
the factory and mine of its
attributes is a closer union between science and government, between laboratory and legislative hall.
death-dealin-

g

Giving Them a Chance.
Ben Johnson, representative from
Kentucky, is a resourceful person.
While he was presiding over a long
and spirited congressional investigation not long ago two of the attorneys
involved began to call each other liars
in parliamentary language.
. inally
one of them went almost to the limit
by saying:
"That statement you made was false
and you made it knowingly."
Every one looked for a fight, while
a peaceably inclined congressman suggested that the matter be stricken
from the record.
"I suggest," said Representative
Johnson, standing up to his full height,
which is over six feet, "that the committee take a short recess so that the
gentlemen involved will not be bound
by parliamentary laws in their manner of settling their differences."
There was no more calling of names
during that hearing.
Washington
Star.

Hector MacDonald Tradition.
"Sir Hector MacDonald, famous as
the only man, I think, who rose from
the ranks in the British army to the
rank of a general officer, did not die
by his own hand, but is still alive, I
firmly believe," said Col. W. H. Brill
of St. Paul.
"I became convinced of this while
in China, wh&re I went to observe the
maneuvers of the then new Chinese
the
army
War. An incident that occurred on
our march into the Interior made me
believe this, it was simply the recognition of MacDonald by one of the
party, who declared that he could not
be mistaken. I believe that at that
time Hector MacDonald was at the
head of the Chinese army and that he
still occupies that position. Unless I
am mistaken, I saw MacDonald myself in that country."
Russo-Japane-

se

Foxy Old Kaiser.
Knitter Wilhcltn decided that the
new war automobiles that his army
be so
Is going to use should
that if one of them broke
down Oj diKpKtch the war lord might
be 8ri(Jifig to one of his generals
oi
could be tirMvmt-- promptly
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FIEND FACES DEATH
Sa'iem, III., April 2. The intoreat

BELIEF

of this eutire section has been levlv-e- d
in the case of Thomas Sullens and'
ErneBt Harrison, who a month ago

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Silly Idea About Career of "Minister.
Sons" Is Given a Setback by Publication of a Few Facts.

Builders of Houses, Too Mrs. Mary
Palmer, 82 Years Old, Tells of a
Day's Work Carrying 100 Pounds
of Oysters to Market

reversed the position.
Just as the beauty gilded on her
way he lost his balance and sat down
an the same spot she had vacated,
while the witnesses commented with
an audible "Ah."

Closely Allied, in Spite of
vance of Science.

FLEET

OLD

AM

fourteea-year-oi-

tie

Statistics Show

DISPROVING

Santa N. M., April 28. The follow- narrowly escaped lynching for their
They Do More Than Men in the
Did anybody say anything about ing commissions have been issued by alleged part in the attack on
"ministers' sons?" No? Well, any- the
Welsh Village of Llangwm.
Dorothy Holt. The case was
secretary of state, signed by the
way, they are coming to their own in
not- called in court today and it is expectas
these
to
persons,
governor,
spite of the old saw. Three of the
last seven presidents of the United aries public: Jose Gonzales, Las ed that the trial win proceed without

She was young and fair. Her neat,
trim figure, with its natty coat, the
corners of which the March breeze
sportively toyed with, glided down
Broadway.
Many admiring glances
followed her.
His eyes followed
her, never loosing sight of her
for a block. A longing possessed him
to know and be known by the fleeting
beauty. Would fate grant him this
boon?
While he was thinking this the
Deauty reached a pavement which
looked suspiciously wet and slippery.
She uncertainly picked her way over
it. She had not gone many steps before 'she gracefully balanced herself
for an instant, then suddenly slipped
and sat down on the pavement.
Here was the chance of a lifetime
for him. He pressed forward rapidly and reached the young woman, who
was struggling to rise to her feet
With all the courtesy of which he was
oapable, he leaned forward, saying:
"Permit me," making a movement
sf tending his services to help her to
her feet.
That moment, while being rewarded
with a smile from the lips of the beauty, an uncertainty came over him as
to the held he had upon earth. First.
ne foot flew up in the air, while he
balanced himself on the 'other; then

foil-win-

Just an ordinary
knowledge of bak
ing requirements on your part is all that is necessary
to produce perfect bakings with Calumet Baking
Powder. Calumet by its purity and perfect leavening
qualities does the rest.
Leave your next baking to Calumet and note the
me saving
is
ior uaiumci
nnprovemenis aiso note
a ,1
i
tt ; .
i
economical m cost ana use. ah gooa grocers sen ii.
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States were sons of ministers Arthur, Cleveland and Wilson.
Two denominations have been represented thus by ancestry in the
White House. Mr. Arthur was the son
one of nine children of the Rev.
William Arthur, a Baptist. Mr. Cleveland's father was the Rev. Richard F.
Cleveland, Presbyterian, while President Wilson's father, the Rev. Joseph
R. Wilson, was not only a Presbyterian clergyman, but also a professor
in a theological seminary. It Is estimated that there is one clergyman in
the United States to 220 adult men.
So the ministers, through their sons,
are getting much more than their
share of representation in the executive chair.
They are doing even better through
their daughters. Mrs. Wilson is the
daughter and the granddaughter of
Presbyterian ministers. She will be
the seventh mistress of the White
House of clerical descent. Abigail
Adams was the daughter of a Congregational minister. Mrs. Fillmore's
father was a Baptist clergyman. Mrs.
Pierce came from the family of a college president, the Rev. Jesse Apple-tohead of Bowdoin. While Mr. Arthur was president his sister, Mrs,
McElroy, presided at the White House,
as did President Cleveland's sister.
Miss Rose Cleveland, in the first part
of his first administration. Mrs. Harrison was the daughter of the Rev. J.
W. Scott, president of Oxford seminn,

ary.

Altogether, then, three sons of ministers and seven daughters will have
lived in the White House, which is
well. Kansas
City
pretty
doing
Times.

FOR GAS

ENORMOUS DEMAND

Annual Increase In Consumption, Due
to Advancing Needs of Modern Civilization.
To light and heat the surface of the
cubic
civilized globe 620,000,000,000
feet of gas was made last year. In
the manufacture of this huge output
some 60,000,000 tons of coal was used,
which produced, besides the gas,
tons of tar and the equivalent
of 550,000 tons of sulphide of ammonia.
London, city of fogs and darkness,
leads the world in the amount of gas
consumed per head of population. In
1912 every man, woman and child in

the world's metropolis used on an average about 8,000 cubic feet. New
York comes second with 6,000 cubic
feet for every Gothamite's annual supply, followed closely by Paris, Amsterdam and Berlin. This is a substantial Increase over a decade ago,
due to the greater use of illuminating
gas for heating and for manufacturing
purposes.
Experts figure that by
1920 all the groat cities of the world
will be using 10,000 cubic feet annually per head of population.
All illuminating gas is not of the
I; -- 1
same quality. As laid down by Prof.
W. J. A. Butterfield, one of London's
foremost gas experts, the requirements for good gas include the greatest number of heat units at the lowest
cost, an odor not too strong, a flame
of some natural luminosity, and no
Typical House In Welsh Village.
yield on combustion of products harmall sorts of odd places, just where ful to life or destructive to property.
they could be found. When the cottage was complete, she
Canvassing and Suffrage.
the walls and ceilings. Scores of
If you should happen to meet a
women in the village have done the
handsomely gowned woman carrying
same thing a mason and a Joiner be- what looks like a mop handle in one
ing merely called in to do the expert hand and a lot of tinware in the other
work.
do not imagine she is moving. She is
Nearly all the villagers own their merely working for the cause, accordcottages, a donkey and cart, and a fish- ing to the New York Times.
One of these workers who was ening boat. Living chiefly on bread, with
liberal spreading of butter, they countered by an acquaintance explainhave saved and scraped until they ed the system. In order to get inside
Their thrift the homes she was selling a vacuum
could buy the freehold.
has grown, too, since the women agi- washer and while she explained its
tated so much against the liquor traf saving qualities she put in a word for
flc that the last public house in the woman suffrage. In the Fifth avenue
and West Side homes she talked to
village was closed.
Most of the men work in Pembroke laundresses, but on the East Side she
dockyard, leaving their homes at 4:0 saw the women of the house. All of
or 5 in the morning for a long journey the profits made on the washer are
on foot and in big rowing boats. These turned over to the organization.
This particular worker, who lives in
men are not home until 7 in the evening, and all the time the women of the fashionable part of the city, said
the village do the work that in every she had five lieutenants out working
other districts.
other place is done by men.
Some years ago when the fishing
fleet went down the haven the worn
For Roumania's Charity.
Carmen Sylva, the poetess queen of
en who manned it all wore picturesiiuo
red skirts and flat felt hats.
Roumania, is issuing a new series of
But now the influence of modernity postage stamps to aid the charities in
is felt even in Llangwm, and only the which she is interested. Unlike most
olue. women wear the garments which stamps of this kind, the Roumanian
once made even the plainer ones icjol: queen's issue is good for all mailing
The four designs of the
The young ones are not purposes.
charming.
at all proud of the fashions of their new series will represent (1) the queen
of Roumania spinning, the motto on
grandmothers.
"Why can't we wear modern clothes the stamp being "God guide our
like other people?" said a young worn-- i hand;" (2) the queen weaving, motto
an. "Folks only laugh at old fash-- j "Woman weaves the future of the
country;" (3) the queen nursing a
ions nowadays."
But Mrs. Palmer, who, a beauty iuJ wounded soldier, motto "The wounds
dressed and the tears wiped away,"
i her day, has had her photograph puu--j
lislied all over the world, still wears and (4) an allegorical picture, motto,
i her red skirt and felt hat when,
with "Hut, glory, honor and peace to all
Another set of stamps
fclie Roes on her rounds that do good."
a jaunty
of similar character, hssued In 1907,
Ki lliiiK Hals, juBt as she has done ail
bore a picture representing the Prin-eHher life.
Maria and hi?r children receiving
a poor fiituily at the gatos of ihdir

till

;

white-washe-
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Crucea; Joseph M. Sollie, Albuquer- delay. The sheriff is taking extraorque; Marie Baldy, Roswell; Roan B. dinary precautions to. prevent disorOdom, Lumberton, Rio Arriba coun- der, as it has been rumored that an,
'attempt might be made to carry out
ty.

Requisition Granted
granted a
extradition
for
for Oliver
requisition
Hart, who has been held by Sheriff
P, J, Dugan, at Gallup, and will be
taken to Illinois, by Officer Joseph H.
Lipps, of that state. Hart is wanted
in Illinois for abandoning his child,
who is under one year of age. The
in
governor
Governor
honornlg
Dunne's requisition to extradite Hart
has followed out what will probably
be his policy "in such matters. Governor McDonald doea not believe
that It is in the province of a gov--,
ernor in the usual run of cases to refuse to allow a man wanted in an
other state to be extradited. He does
not propose to interfere in such mat
ters, which he believes belong to the
courts in the state in which the accused is wanted. The objections in the
case of Hart were based on the supposition that Hart was being
and the governor believes
that the courts of H'inois can better
determine as to that when he is
tried, and that it is not a matter for
the governor of New Mexico to decide. His precedent will be to grant
a requisition for the extradition of
men wanted in other states, unless
some very extraordinary circumstance
should warrant action otherwise.
Realty Company Incorporated
The Carlsbad Realty company has
filed articles of incorporation with the
corporation commission, the principal
offices to be at Carlsbad, and R. D.
Fuller agent. The company is capitalized at $25,000 and the following
are the incorporators and the amount
of stock, at a par value of $1 per
share, that is subscribed: Francis C.
R. D. Fuller
Tracy, 2,i00 shares;
2,500 and John S. Crozier, 2,000.
Regarding Bank Valuations
Attorney General Clancy has an
swered an interesting letter regarding
the assessed valuation of banks, which
is as follows:
April 25, 1913.
Hon. K. K. Scott,
District Attorney,
'
Roswell, N. M.
Dear Sir:
I have today received a letter from
the assessor of Chaves county which
says that the banks all insist that the
valuation fixed upon them by the state
board of equalization is too high and
that they Insist on making returns
upon sworn statements of what they
had on March 1, 1913, and he asks if
he must fix the bank values at the
amount set by the state board, or
must he take the sworn statements,
as to what they claim they have. In
answer, I have referred him to you as
his legal adviser, independent of the
attorney general, but to'd him I would
write to you on the subject.
I cannot understand how any intelligent bank officer can take such a position as the assessor describes. The
law controlling this matter is to be
found in Sections 1 and 3 of Senate
Bill No. 144 which will, I believe, be
Chapter 83, of the laws of 1913 when
printed, 'and I will enclose copies of
those two sections from which you
will 6ee that the valuation as fixed by
the state board cannot be changed by
any officials throughout the state in
any particular. Before the passage of
this act the board had fixed the full
cash value of the bank properties and
after the act was passed, which required a meeting for the purpose of
fixing the valuations within ten days
after the act should go Into effect, the
board held a meeting at which the full
valuation which had been fixed in February was adopted as the true value
of the property and a valuation of
thereof was fixed In accordance
with the statute. These proceedings
were sent to all county commissioners,
county assessors and district attorneys. The assessor is without power
to make any change in such valua
Governor McDonald has

perse-cuate-

'

one-thir- d

tions.
Yours truly,
FRANK W, CLANCY.

Attorney General.
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There Is no case on record of a
cough, cold or la grippe developing
or con
Into bronehltis, pneumonia
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has been taken, The pen
nine Is in a.yfllow package. Kefiife
r
find Btri
ciilmlitut.es. O. G, F
('rout! Drug Co.
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the postponed lynching when the two
men are brought into court for trial.
Miss Holt, the young daughter of
Assistant State's Attorney C. N. Holt,
was attacked in an abandoned barn,
a mile from this city, on the night
of March 14. According to the girl's
story she was kidnaped in the early
evening within a stone's throw of her
home and dragged to the barn, nearly
a mile distant, from which place she
made her escape and returned home
the following morning. When the
victim of the attack was able to tell
her story she aamed Tom Sullens, a
well known character about town, as
her assailant Suliens was arrested
and is alleged to have confessed his
guilt, pleading that he was drunk at
the time. He also declared that he
had kidnaped Miss Holt, at the instigation of Ernest Harrison, who had
been prosecufed by Judge Ho'it, the
father of the. girl, for keeping a
"blind tiger." When the story became public the excitement in the
town reached fever heat and only
the prompt action of Governor Dunne
in calling out the militia saved the
two men from being lynched at the
hands of an angry mot).
Since the arest the two men,
have been kept under heavy guard,
Sullens being confinea! in jail at
Mount Vernon and Harrison at "Van- dalia. Sullens will be tried on a
charge of kidnaping, which carries a
penalty of death. Harrison, it is understood, will be prosecuted on a
charge of conspiracy.
OKLAHOMA STATE SHOOT
Pond Creek, Ok'ia., April 28. Many
expert shots faced the traps here today at the opening of the annual tournament of the Oklahoma State
The tonrna-fo- r
evenits.
the opening day consisted oi five
twenty-targe- t
events. The tournament will conclude Thursday with
the state championship event at fifty
yards
Sports-twentyt-tiarg-et

A CARD

This is to certify that all druggist!"
are authorized to refund your mone.v
if Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
fails to cure your cough or cold. John
Bernet, Tell, Wis., states: "I used
Foley's Honey and Tar Compotind for
five years, and it always gives the
best of. satisfaction and always cures
a cough or cold." Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dru?
Co.

LOWER

PUBLIC UTILITY RATES
Helena, Mont., April 28. Mayors
and other officials of cities and towns
throughout Montana conferred' here
today on plans to 8:ure a reduction
in the rates charged for lighting, heating and power purposes throughout
the state.

Yell Dgfi

A Remedy That Has Shown a Moat'
Remarkable Purifying
Effect.
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Yon Can Get Rid of Blood

Troubles

S. S. S.

The word medicine ia one of tho
most abuseil in our luntfunt?e.
There
are certain medteinnl properties juut
as necessary to health as the food we
eat.
Take, for example, the
tonic medicine S. S. S. This
famous blood purifier contains medicinal components just as vital and
essential to healthy blood us the elements of wheat, roast beef, the fats
and the sugars tnat make up our daily
ration.
As a matter of fact, there is one
ingredient in S. S. S. which serves the
active purpose of stimulating" each
cellular part of the body to the healthy
and judicious selection of its own'
essential nutriment. That is whj' it
regenerates the blood supplj-- ; why it
has such a tremendous influence in
overcoming eczema, rash, pimpltis, and
all skin atllictions.
And
in regenerating the tissues
S. S. 8. has a rapid and pomtlve anti
dotal effect Upon all those irri tai inar
iriHuencea lhat cauHe rheuoiHtiwin, por
throat, weak eyi-a- , falliiii; hair, lo of
weight, thin, puln clietka, and that
vt'cjiniicKsi ti muffle and ncrvi' thru 1.4
tiii-ralias uniur ivi r.
expet icm-i-ii jt
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merit was noted is taken to indicate,!
that a considerable number of young
MAN
men had been caught making light
ESTABLISHED 1879
of religion and indicating a preference to sofas and hammocks to going
Pub!led By
to church Sunday evening.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Tobacco and Liquor Taboo
(Incorporated)
Not all the girls were pronounced
against smoking except cigarettes.
Many had no. objections to cigars or
..EDITOR
PADGETT.
M.
pipes. Everyone objected to chewing
KANSAS UNIVERSITY GIRLS TELL tobacco and everyone objected vigorWHAT "THE" MAN MUST
ously to the use of liquors in any
j
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Mug't bW careful of personal
appearance, but not a Jandy.
Jolly, accomodating, r.onsid- erate and a true sportsman
iMust be a good conversation- alist, but not a flatterer. V
Must revere and respect the
the aged.
Must show same gentleman- liness to men and womon.
Must not smoke or drink or
be guilty of attendant evils.
Must not sneer at reiigioa or
joke HghUy of it.
Must not recognize diffsrent
standards for men and women.

3.00

Aavance tor Mail

In- -

Must jinako-good appear- aucoj but 4esdi not be i, latid-.- .
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The ideal Kansas young man must
be a sensible sort of a cnap, because
the composite girl specifically pro-vides that he must be a good conver-- '
sationalist and that she does not care
to hear much flattery. The composite girl does not care to listen to nonsense all the time, but will take a
little wheat with the chaff and think
more of the young man for It.
A growing tendency on the part of
some young fellows to refuse to respect their fathers and mothers or
those of mature age was checked by
the young women in their standards.
Kansas has been studying the stan.
dards for several weeks and it Is generally helieved that the girls picked
a good Ideal and boys could do worse
than follow the requirements of the
college girls.
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Girls' Composite Idea
For a Husband

Kansas

transmit

for

tg Vegas, New Mexico,
t:ov through the United

the;

TO WIN

BE

S

DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

XL PAPERS

1 awrence,'
Kan., April 28. The
liansa O'tg.e gils haze fixed tui-th-- j '"ideal" youus man,
Advertisers are guaranteed the standards for
muewt daily and weekly circulation the possible husband, and throughout
New the state, iu the cole?e Y. W. C. A.
pi any newspaper In northern
buildings, there is posted the list of
Wt1oo.
things which go to make up the Km
sas ideal man.
TELEPHONES
2
- OFFICE
....Main
Physically, mentally and morally,
leSINES,Malp I this makes the man whom the gins
KEWS Dl'RTMETNT
iii the Kansas eoleges,
think they
love. Physically and
could learn-t- o
MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1913.
morally, at least, the requirements
which they fixed do not come very
MONTENEGRO
BULLYING
far from the ideals or most persons.
Austria's peremptory demand upon A man of the physical requirements
Siontenegro that it get out ot Scutari listed by the college girls of Kansas
at once is in keeping with the policy would be as near the ideal man as
of the powers to rob the Balkan al- - can be" found, excepting in speciil
lies of the fruits ot their victory. But instances.
before the little mountain kingdom
Physical culturists have been huntto
what
entitled
ask
be
ing for years for tne perfect man
yields it will
it is to get by way ot compensation. and iwe. found but one or two that
If its diplomats are aa clever as its come near the mark But the Kansas
soldiers are brave, it should not go girls picked out a man who would be
a very good specimen of manhood.
empty-handeEver since the outbreak of the war Then ' they : hedged" him about with
last fall Austia has been an active moral and mental qualifications which
breeder of trouble. It persists in play in every sense.
ing that role to the last It began by
Average of All Ideala
mobilizing its armies and creating a
The
,
qualifications for the
physical
crisis.
It undertook
general European
to threaten Servla on a series of fiinsy ideal man were worked out by Dr.
pretexts. Its ultimatum to Montene James Naismith, physical director of
state university.
gro in the hour of its triumph is as the
The moral and mental requirements
hasty as it is arrogant.
In effect, Austia presumes to dic- were worked out by the girls of all
tate to the other powers as well as to the colleges of the state who are ac
Montenegro what they shall do. They tive members of me Y. W. C. A. asso
must Immediately expel Montenegro ciations.
from Scutari or it will go ahead on Its
The physical qualifications were
own account. But will they consent to the averages taken from the reports
either course?
of hundreds of girls of the state
The powers have agreed among each girl being asked to submit measthemselves as to the future status of urements that she considered ideal
Albania. They intend that it shall re- for a man.
main neutral territory. Several of
The nine' 'commandments for tne
them joined in a perfunctory blockade ideal young man were selected from
of the Montenegrin coast during the hundreds of statements of girls who
last days of the siege of Scutari. Mon- were asked to specify the require
tenegro openly defied their decision ments each would make and the nine'
and
look the town.
on items mentioned oftenest were the
But,
a few hours' notice from Austria, to ones taken as the average ideal.
use force against Montenegro, or let
The physical tastes of the girls were
Austria single-handeuse force, is an- wonderful to behold. There were
other matter. New York World.
some who preferred men whose physical lines resembled the proverbial
CHAMPIONSHIP
BOUT
bartender, while others liked giants
Los Angeles, Ca'i., April 28. Fight and some liked little fellows who
followers of Los Angeles and vicinity would have to. stand on a chair to
are on edge in anticipation of the button his wife's waist. Usually tall
championship bout of Johnny Kilbane girls liked short men, while plump
and Johnny Dundee, which is to be girls liked tall skinny cnaps. The
staged tomorrow night at Vernon rule of contrast was followed almost
arena. While Kilbane, the present invariably where the girl who made
holder of the featherweight title, is her choice of an ideal was large or
a heavy favorite in the belting, there small compared with the average girl.
are many followers of the game who
Some Put Cooking First
believe that Dundee will make a good
The mental and moral requirements
showing against the 'tittle Cleveland varied a great deal, too. Some gins
fighter. That the two are generally put the ability to cook ahead of all
expected to put up a ugm well worth other standards. One surprising feaseeing is indicated by the fact that ture of the reports is embraced in the
the entire house has been practically first two of the standards. The
sold out for the contest. The two girls inBiHt that their encorts must
fighters concluded their work of prep- be of good appearance, but they do
aration today and will rent until the not care whether he is handsome or
gong calls them Into the ill,;; it ;30 Just ordinary. Juet so he 1b neat and
o'c'iock tomorrow night to ulart on puis up a good front. The second
Mr 20 round set to,
ruin provides for neatness and then
declare 8 en! nut th other extreme,
j!Q RECLAMATION PHOJECT
ibe dan.ly.
'V.
made of tha
It. ('., April
No aeltM' I'oiint wa
U i i
i
V
i
I
but
Kin
lijturiijf
if ('I'm,
,j In
i

.
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July corn started
to V higher at
Kf
anu aeciined to bo. mine
i"
close was steady with July at a net
edvance of
Ms,r&t
July oats opened unchanged to V4 off
at ZiV and went down
Depression in prices of hogs at the
yards lowered provisions, opening figures showing declines of, five to 17.
July first prices were. Pork $19.52
to 119.55; lard $10. 72 to $10.77:
ribs $10.85 to $10.90.
The closing
quotations were as follows:
Wheat,. May
July 92; September 92.
j
Corn, May 55 n July 55;. September 5(1.
Oats', May 34; July 34; September 34.
Pork, May $19.45; July $19.52;
September $19.32.
Lard, May $10.85; July $10.80; September $10.80.

...

Operations in the last half of the
session In point of trading and extent
of fluctuations were in notable con
trast to the morning's business. Trad
ing was In small amounts and changes
were slight, but the undertone was
firm. Evening up on short contracts
furnished about the only element of
strength, speculation for the long ac
count seemingly being lnconsequen
tial.
The market closed firm. Isolated
'
points of weakness cropped out, es
pecially in the Southern railway
shares, but the remainder of the list
displayed inherent strength. Floor
operators did little, the early severe
break in prices and subsequent re
bound taking all the vim out of specu
lation. The last sales were:
' 72
Amalgamated Copper
110
Sugar .
101
Atchison
...160
July $10.90; Reading ... .'.
Ribs, May $11.22;
Southern Pacific
September $10.72.
.148
Union Pacific
. 60
United Stales Steel
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
.107
United States Steel, pfd. . . . .
New York, April 28. Liquidation
was on a broad scale during the morning, and the downward movement asKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
sumed formidable proportions In the
was
early trading today. Short selling
Kansas City, April 28. Cattle, re- or nil nninfa onrl thoro ti'QuI
nn.vnAnaliTa
Market 10 cents lower.
unmistakable evidence also or wean
steers $7.408.7O; southern
The speculative fluc- Native
bull accounts.
steers $C.508.25; southern cows and
exwas
tuation
virtually unchanged
cows
and
cept insofar as the weakness of the heifers $4.50(8; native
feedEuropean market was reflected here. heifers $4.258.40; stackers and
Despite the depression abroad, Lon- ers $C.508.10; bulls $5.757.25;
calves $6.509.50; western steers $7
don bought stocks here.
At home the demand was still dull, (S8.35; western cows $4.507.25.
Market 15
Hogs, receipts 8,000.
being limited principally to the coverBulk
of
lower.
sales
cents
were
$8.30
Bonds
of
shorts.
heavy.
ing
Early afternoon prices for important 8.35; heavy $8.258.50; packers and
issues were on a level with Satur- C8.fiO; pigs $77.50.
Sheep, receipts 13,000. Market 10
day's close, the market giving an un-lower.
Muttons $56.80; Colorado
expected indication of recuperative
was
lambs
stopthe
bear
range wethers Md
after
raiding
$7.508.75;
power
ped. Business became intensely dull years $6.50(58.75; range ewes $3Q
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
TOit
121
B. V7. G QUO QJ
FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOH

51,050
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APRIL 28, 29 AND 30
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

t
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v

OVERLAND

Las Vegas

ml

A. .

R.OCER

I S.FlI--

n LA :X3 D WOOD

Mobile

8

Phone Main 344,
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Fowler Props

IS WITHDRAWN

Washington, April 2S. President
Wilson today withdrew- his nomination of Norman H. Martin to be postmaster at Weatherford, Texas, and
sent in the nomination of J. H.
Richards.
Other nominations were: George
E. Downey of Indiana to be comptroller of the treasury, succeeding
Robert J. Tracewell; Lewis T, Erwln
to be United States marshal for the
fourth district of Alaska.

'

''

'

&

NOMINATION

'

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

-

Annual tournament of National
Duck and Candlepin Bowling congress
"
opens In Boston.
Annual tournament of 'Oklahoma
State Sportsmens' association at Pond
x
' '
Creek, Okla.
Leach Cross vs. Joe Rivers,; 10
rounds, at New York.
Freddie Welsh vs. Al Ketchell, 10
EXPLOSION WRECKS HOME
rounds, at Bridgeport, Conn.
Bob Moha vs. Jack Dillon, 10 rounds,
Cripple Creek, Colo., April 28. The
home of James T. Bacon, a miner and
at Milwaukee
Eddie Moha vs. Eddie Ketchell, 8 former member of the Colorado legisrounds, at Milwaukee.
lature, was blown up with dynamite to'
day. Mrs. Bacon and her 5 year old
Tuesday
Johnny Kilbane vs. Johnny Dundee, daughter were killed, and Bacon was
20 rounds, at Vernon, Calif. ..
rendered unconscious and taken to a
Opening ot Canadian National Horse local hospital, where It was said he
was dangerously injured. The cause
show in Toronto.
a
. i'' v
of the explosion Is unknown.
Wednesday ;
Johnny Coulon vs. Tommy Hudson,
rounds, at Windsor, Out
L4ither McCarthy vs. Prank Moran,
10 rounds, at New York City."'
Central association opens its season",
with Burlington at Muscatine Keokuk
at Ottumwa, Waterloo at liewanee-anCedar Rapids at Moiimouth.''
New York State leagu
open's, itf
season with Troy at Albany", Syracuse
at Ultica, Blnghampton - at Scranton.
and Elmira at Wilkes-Barre.i.
e
league opens jits Reason
with York at Harrisburg, Atlantic City
at Trenton and Wilmington at .Allen-tow8

AG08D, CLEAN ENTERTAINMENT

iss VIOLA'S

us

A-N1MA- L

Beautiful

Arres from Brazil

Cockatoos from Australia
.
?
Monkeys from Africa
Baby Monkeys from Columbia
CTTHJ
Educator
and
Bear
Miniature
from
Germany
Pigeons
Parrots from Tropical Lands

i

?!

Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league opens" Its
season, with Appleton at Milwaukee,
Oshkosh at Madison, Green Bayf at
Racine and WauSau at Rockford.

Interstate league, vopens its season
with Wheeling at Akron, Steubenvllle
at Canton, Zanesvillo at Youngstown,
and Columbus at Erie,
Empire Stateyleague opens U Bea-- j
son, with Americus at Cordela, Thorn-asville at Valdosta, and Waycross at

Aizts

d

Saturday

Excttetnr
itfftlls'

Camp

iwe

Excelsior Boy Scouts" shoes can ba
and blucher
had also in regular, high-cu- t
calf.
shapes. Tan, black and
shoe
made.
Unequalled by any boy's
gun-met-

Look for the "Good
Luck" Charm
'tiwBtllta" Go oil
Luck Charm fut;ii
el to every iair
Nam?tfemits v.tih
i,nt Lininu. Luoktl
Will
(i,,ul. HiU-iiiii-

,

WilHjtms vs. Jault HtmU'.r, ut
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A treat 'for the big folk

6

Oliw, Tan
and Black.

'".

A feast for the Children

S,

Other Styles

Opening of spring meeting of Mary-yanJockey club at Plmlico, Md.
Annual indoor meet of South Atlantic Intercollegiate association at Baltimore.
Jimmy Clubby vs. Eddie McOoorty,
10 rounds, at Binvnr,

EUROPEAN 2 jMVELTYl-AC-

9

$3. OO.

Brunswick.

Friday

v

fiovs' Sizes 1 to

'

$2.50.
Biz Boys' and Af'n's

J

THE

Sua

Liltle Rnys'.

toWA.t2.00.

''

ver, B, C.

es

1

This "Excelsior Boy Scouts" Camp
Shoe, made of mineral-tannegenuine
Elk leather, will outwear two pairs of
ordinary shoes. It is almost impossible
to wear it out. Yet it is extremely light,
soft as a glove, and fits as closely. Mo
linings. Reinforced sole cannot pull
hrnse. Absolutely the best and most economical boy's shoe made. Thousands of
boys now wear "Excelsior Boy Scouts"
Shoes.

"

the Man ' Monkey
SEE LOLOTTE with human intel- ) - ligencc.
He does
eats at a table, undresses,
everything but
to bed, etc.

BIG

"Boy Scouts" Shoes
Wear Like Iron

'?
i
Thursday
Opening of annual bench show of
Terminal City Kennel .club; Vancou-

,

talk-go-

Tri-Stat-

Ojil IliIK lit Huihlliu
)

SAT

T

I'.

CRYSTAL CREAMER Y Co
Q O

6.50.

r3QnnnQnnn

''

.oil
(

PASTEURIZED CREAM

ViliO

i

.IS MADE ril!OM

Monday

iH,-:i--

f

-

.

92;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, April 28. Large decreases
In wheat on passage and the disturbed
political situation in Europe today
boomed prices. Wheat, on passage da
creased 3,504,000 bushels, and all
cables except Paris showed advai.ces.
At the opin'ns; here prices showed 'in
up turn of half to . May staned ii
to
, July
to
ff
up at 92
.
takius
to
92
Profit
at
higher
in
on the bulge caused a decline of
May and Vsffi'Vi in July. May closed
j
July stea
nervous,
up at
on the rise.
up at
dy

92.
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MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1913.
Mrs. OHie Shearer,
the trained
nurse was called yesterday ' to
'
'
Springer 'on a case.
of
Albert Stern
Albuquerque came
up Saturday evening for a short visit
Mrs. J. W. Hsrr .left Saturday here. Mr. Stern and a party of his
night for Kansas City where she will friends here were guests at Trout
Springs yesterday afternoon.
visit
for a few,j(Feeirs. i
Of course if you flunk shoes
Joe Hile of Watroug came in this
Dave Goldbaum ol Santa Fe was a
are just shoes, you can get them'
In Denver.
races
Orr and Forte are
business vfs'ttor'-lthe city yesterday
are
If
.
critical,
from
the
city.
you
Capitol
City.
anywhere.
W. K. Jones returned to his home
Arch ; Tayjor ot Albuquerque, came
however, and discriminate bein yesterday afternoon for a few deys' yesterday after having; spent a short
tween ordinary shoes and the
time here viisting his parents, Mr.
businessvisit in Las" Vegas. :
have
T. T. Turner was a business' visitor and Mrs. P. M. Jones, who reside os
that
STYLE,
kind
really
in Las Vegas'tOdayfrom his ranch las avenue.
FIT and COMFORT, you wilt
Mr. arid Mrs. Garaett Burks came
on the upper Galllnan,
certainly ask for
in
H. A Harvey .of
yesterday afternoon from El Paso
Harvey
summer resort, is in the city for a where they have been for the past few
few day sT EBusiness visit.
months, visiting their daughter. Mr.
Mound and Mrs. Burks will visit their chi
C. L. Wensell of Wagon
came in yesterday afternoon for a dren here for some time,
short business visit in Las Vegas.
she visited while here.
SHOES
Mrs. Phil Cook and Mrs. Phil LyonB
Mr. and Mrs. J.'H. Bell left this
Alfor Chicago where they will
from
returned
afternoon
afternoon
1
yesterday
footwear
Whatever your
needs,
buquerque where they have been lor visit relatives for several months.
we can supply you.
the past 'nionth visiting friends and Mr. Bell has been employed M the
relatives. .
.
'local, Santa Fe shops as bonus in'
"the'
Asspector, and probably will
Life
Equitable
Edp!tzbf
surance company came in from his that work when he returns.
Hoffman & Graubarlh
Mr. and Mrs. P. Hesch. Sr., left this
headquarters 'at"" Albuquerque last
afternoon
for Albion, Penu., where
in
a
for
short
visit
business
night
Agcatt lor lie NEW IDEA 10c PattcmM
'
Mr.
Las Vegas.
they will remain indefinitely.
PHONE MAIN 104
in
been
the
have
Mrs.
city
Hesch
and
W. H." paniels, representative of
the Simmons Manufacturing com- for the past year and during that time
Mr. and Mrs.
pany of Chicago, was a business vis- - j have been the guests of
E.
H.
Bergman.
itor here today..
j
WILLIAMS JUBILEE
and!
J. D. Davidson of Albuquerque was j H. J. Orr of Detroit, Michigan,
who
Forte
of
Le
Neve
O.
Denver,
a business visitor here today. Mr. j
represents the McDuffie Motor com-- j
Davidson is the manager of the
TONIGHT
SINGERS
in
in
Hide and Fur company pany of Denver, drove yesterday
car is a racThis
a
Chalmers
of Albuquerque..
ing machine and has 1een in many
Clarence Iden of Gross Kelly and
FAMOUS MUSICAL ORGANIZATION
races in Denver. Or and Forte are
Company left yesterday morning tor here in the
WILL APPEAR FOR BENEFIT
interest of the McDuffie
Mora with a party composed of memW. B. Brunton
OF THE HOSPTAL
of Shoe-- j
Captain
bers of the firm. He returned yestermaker came in this afternoon for a
day afternoort rind left for Albuquer- hsordt business visit in Las Vegas.
Tonight at the Duncan opera house que on a short business trip.
E. P. Mackel returned this afternoon
w ill occur the concert to be given by
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Barker of Beulah
from Gallup where he has been in the
the Williams Jubilee Singers for the were business visitors in the city to
employ of the coast lines of the Santa
benefit of the Las Vegas hospital. A day from the Barker ranch at Beulah. Fe Railway company as bonus inspecMr. and Mrs. E. R. Russell returned tor. Mr. Mackel will fill the position
large number o seats have been refrom Denver where they
yesterday
exvacated by J. H. Bell in the local
served for the concert and it is
have iieen tor the past week. Mr.
,
audi-shops.
pected that there will De a big
and Mrs. Russell made the trip In Mr.
The Williams Jubilee Singers' arriveaoe present. The Wiliams Jubilee Russell's auto and found the roads in
ed this afternoon from Albuquerque,
Singers are all colored foiK. They fair condition .all the way to Denver, where they performed last night. This
are talented musicians, however, ana visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johnsen. show will be staged at the Duncan
off here
for a short
house tonisht under the anspio
are trained to sing classical music stopped Mr. yesieraay
J. C. Johnsen opera
Mrs.
with
visit
and
j
es of the Las Vegas hospital.
as well as platation melodies.
Mr. Bbikejnore .is on his way to
F. E. Clarke, representative of the
The Williams company ib made up
where he will enter busiUnderwood Typewriter company, with
of a double quartette, four men and
ness..
four women singing in many of the,!
headquarters in Albuquerque, came in
afNahm
returned
comyesterday
Sig
of
the
member
Each
this afternoon for a short business vis
selections.
ternoon from Excelsior Springs, Mo., it here.
pany is a soloist of ability and the
where he had been foT the past two
Mrs. F. P. Helm of Manila, left this
accompaniments are played by comon account of his health. Mr.
weeks
Williams'
the
of
One
after having been the guest
afternoon
petent people.
stunts of former years is the imita-- ; Nahm is much improved since his of Mrs. L. P. Wright for the past week.
Mrs. Helm is on her way to Kentucky
tion of a steam calliope, which never visit ;at that place.
L. S. Bressler, representative for from her home at the Philippine Is
fails to bring an Insistent demand
lor an encore. It is hoped by all those the Sunville Bakery company of lands, but will visit in Kansas City
who have seen the Williams com- Pueblo, Colo., was a business visitor for a few days on the way. Mrs. Helm
pany that it will stage tne calliope here today. Mr. Bressler drove down came to Las Vegas 10 years ago with
from Pueblo with a team of horses Mrs. Wright, and is well known hers
stunt tonight.
The Wiliams organization has been and a bakery wagon and will leave by a number of people, some of whom
AlbuMrs. J. E. McMahon, wife of J. E.i
upon the road for several years. By tomorow for Santa Fe and
its unique programs and its excell- querque, where he will also be a McMahon, former'iy trainmaster for
ent musicians it has won a perman- business visitor.
the New Mexico division of the Santa
L. E. Aldridge and C. U Justine of Fe railway, but at present located at
ent place in the esteem of tae public.
From all reports the Williams com- Roy came in Saturday night and this Clovis as superintendent, came in Satpany is better than ever this year. morning left for Mora wnere they will urday evning for a short visit with
Tonight's performance will begin at attend the session of the district her daughter. Miss Mary McMahon,
8:30 o'clock and the audience Is ask- court of that county. (J. E. McGinnis who is attending the New Mexico
Mrs. McMahon,
ed to be seated by that hour so that of Santa Rosa and .p. S. Durlin of Normal University.
there will be no interruptions during Solano accompanied Aldrldge and accompanied by her oaughter and
Justice to Mora Jn Mr. Purlin's auto. Mrs. J. E. Copeland, left this after-noo- n
the opening number.
for Clovis where Mrs. Copeland
will be the guest of the McMahons
for a few days.

Shoes With Style,
Fit and Comfort

HARKS THE f.'AN OF BUSIKESS

PEftSONAtS

"Seeing" men la an art It amounU
almost to second sight Often, In a
business "line," some man makes his
way mysteriously and rapidly to the
top, or near to It He does not seem
to have greater trading ability than
many others, nor has he been favored
by a larger capital or a more mag- leUo personality.. But he riges. His
.'acuity of "seeing" men has been the

i

Women Gamble for High Stakes
Many women are gamblers for very
v

stakes.
They stake their
health and good looks upon everything
worklng"6ut all right when attacked
by those ailments which their sex
alone are called upon to suffer.
The only excuse can be ignorance
of the dangerous 'consequences or an
aversion to undergo medical examin
ation, This may often be avoided by
recourse to Jjydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a perfectly safe
and harmless
remedy compounded
roots and herbs, which for
from
nearly forty years has been curing
American women from the worst
forms of female ills.
high
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'BAKING

Those who have hadcakes ruined by jarring
slamming the oven door or a heavy footstep, may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by the
motion of the train.
the-stove-

To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these conditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas that sustains Hie raise until the dough is
baked through.

f

Dining Car Clu f have found a baking powder exactly suited
to their ntedt in K C and you will find it iut as well suited to
your requlreminiU. K C is really a blend m two baking powders,
one active hs ttmn M BtoWeiifcd, lli Other requiring LmUi mois-tuiof killing Has. No mailer
tlem-ijHil- l
and litat i
nur culte, K C hafcinfj IWdt-- will
IwW Moist i;d rt U yU
mi All dcigef ill lulling
suUoifi ti.B tax until 8 nuit U Uinn-e
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In Denominations of $10, $20, $50 and $100.' They mt SELf IDENTIFYING, ECONOMI
CAL, CONVENIENT and SAFE. For Former Information See

j

TODAY'S BASEBALL

Detroit-Clevelan-

Milwaukee,

STANDING OF CLUBS
National League
Won Lost
Club

'

i

New York
Chicago

7

2

.778

9

4

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

5

3

.092
.625
.615

..8

5

Brooklyn.
St. Louis

6

5
7

Cincinnati

2
2

6

t'--

f

w

.545

3

.462
.182

9

.182

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington

......

.

9

2

.818

10

4

7

3

.714
.700

8
7

8
9

.438

5

9

.385

2

10

.167

Chicago

St

Louis
Detroit
New York

i.

W.estern
Club

Denver

...

League. .
Won Lost

Pet

...7

1

.875

6

2

6

2

.750
.667

Lincoln .
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Omaha
Des Moines

Topeka
Wichita

5

4

.556

4

4

.500

2

6

2

6

.250
.250

1

7

.125

Subscribe for The Optic.

e

Vegetable Eater
Our college professors nowadays not
only teach youth, but also make many

Admission

50c-75c-$l.-

Q0

Ii inn Mil ttm

m

Use Electricity
Let An Electric Flat Iron

Lighten Your House Work ft
If you already enjoy the comfort of Electric Ligbt in your
home, you should also take advantage of the economy and
convenience afforded by electrical appliances. An Electric Flat Iron is one of many such. It does your ironing:
quicker and better away from the close, stuffy kitchen
or laundry. It saves countless steps, too, and the cost
for electricity is very little.

Electric Light the Best Light

For YOU!
.Silver Spoon
J

V

j

--

We Sell the

if you use

Hot Point Iron for S3.50
Guaranteed for 10 Years

Well-KnoV-

n

The public is entitled

FLOUR
giving you
a present for do- i

I

Las

,courtenus treatment and to the

to,

best possible treatment.

It

4

If your home is not yet wired for the modern illuminant,
you should consider its many advantages. Electric Light
is the safest, cleanest andeverything considered the
cheapest light. Why not install it now?

This elegant Rogers'

,

.;

!!;

Veps Llgblft Power

Company

PHONE MAIN 206

Belter EMPRESS

FLOUR reclb

is.

t

Made by GER- ,

J

MAN PROCESS

STANDARD

f
f
I
I

ILVER

1

SONS'tAA
S

PLATE

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raycolda, Casaler
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
;
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

1

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND S
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

FIRST NATIONAL BAN!
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
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something I
you 'd do any
ing

way when you
learn how Much $

Charles S. Whitman, the district attorney, presented to the grand jury investigating police graft in New York a
tew days ago a flashily dressed negro,
said to be the keeper of a gambling
house in Harlem, from whom he
hoped in vain, as it afterwards developed to obtain evidence of police

it

BENEFIT
LAS VEGAS HOSPITAL
Tickets Now on Sale

.500

j

In iff lew

rl

Pet

Won Lost

Alsace-Lorrain-

it

II

American League
Club

Jd-ne-

'ftr ..,.!,
'9

l;i i Hi'

Pet

s.

original and startling discoveries
Professor James Rollin Stonaker, of
Stanford university, has just proved
that eaters of meat are more enduring than eaters ot vegetables, grain
and grass. He has put four rats in
rotary cages with speedomoters attached and found that in twenty-fiv- e
months the meat eating female rat
ran 5,447 miles, while her vegetable
eating sister ran only 447. The meat
eating male ran 1,447 miles, but the
gentleman rat of the vegetable diet
ran only a pitiful .200 miles. While
we have not made such striking experiments, we have noticed that in the
case of the elephant he does not taste
meat in hia whole life, being reduced
to such fare as shrubs, the tops of
bushes and little trees and other such
food lacking in nutrition. As a result
the elephant seldom aitains a weight
of more than 10,000 pounds, and the
hardiest specimens do not often live
longer than 200 yfears. Health

SINGERS

The Best Negro Singers on
the R.oxd

0.

1; Toledo, 0.

Boston

HOUSE

130 PERFORMANCES IN LONDON

American Association.
Indianapolis, 3; Kansas City,
Minneapolis, 0; Louisville, 1.
St Paul, 3; Columbus, 1.

ALL

.

i

H

Just Returned from Europe

St. Joe, 3; Des Moines, 1.
Sioux City, 6; Omaha, 3.(.
Lincoln, 7; Wichita, 0.

English is spoken by 4,000,000 in the
Dominion of Q&nada, by 3,500,000 in
the West Indies, by 3,000,000 in Australia, by 1,000,000 in East India and
by 38,000,000 in the British Isles, not
forgetting some 75,000,000 in the United States.
German is spoken by 2,000,000 in
the United States; the same number
of persons use that language in Switzerland; 10,000,000 use It in Austria-Hungar- y
and 46,000,1100 speak it in
the German empire. In Belgium,
where there was a movement on foot
to make it popular, but 40,000 persons
make use of it
French is the regular means of communication between 2,500,000 persons
In Belgium ; between 1,000,000 persons
in the United States and Canada and
a similar number in Algiers, India
and Africa, It is spoken by 600,000
Swiss and the same number of Hayti-ene
In
200,000 persons still make use of it, and in the
mother country 38,000,000 persons
It'as their native tongue.

tfc:

5111,000

DUNCAN OPERA

WILLIAMS JUBILEE

postponed, rain.

d

Western League.
Denver, 7; Topeka, 1.

There are approximately 3,500 languages or dialects spoken In the
world. English leading them all in
the number of persons using the
tongue.
It is estimated that over 130,000,000
persons speak English, while 100,000,-00- 0
persons converse in German. Russian is spoken by some 70,000,000,
while 45,000,000 make their wants
known In French. The Spanish language is spoken by 40,000,000; Italian
by 30,000,000, and Portuguese by

ir

-

mt
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American League.
St. Louis, 3; Chicago, 0.

ilLl-UW-

h

I

National League.
St. Louis, 2; Cincinnati, 1.
Chicago, 7; Pittsburgh, 5.
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BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

That Language Spoken by 130,000,000
Persons German Ranks Second,
According to Statistics.
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...OFFICERS

blackmail.
"Do you know how to shoot craps?"
asked a grand Juryman after the nebad denied being a gambler, deThat preparation al- gro
permanently
nied any connection with the police,
ways cures and is pleasant and (safe
and in fact all knowledge of official
to take. For sale by all dealers.

il-- t

j

'
Geo. H. Hanker. Vice President '
John W. Harris, President
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Cecilio RosenwaW. Secretary
Ito W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

Natural.
ARE COLDS CATCHING?
- It is claimed that, most colds Are
catching as measles and that one
should avoid the association of anyone who has a cold. Never permit
anyone who has a cold to kips your
child. Avoid crowded cars and poorly ventilated sleeping rooms. Then
when you take a cold get rid of it as
as possible. Chamberlain's
quickly
Couch Remedy used as directed will
enable you to throw it off quickly and

-

Capital

J

i

"Seeing" men meanB recognizing,
oerhaps under an unpromising, exterior, what a man really is or may
trow into, and attaching him to an
irganization or staff. There are business ,execuUves that are geniuses in
loing this. Their success Is brought
bout in great measure by the efficiency of the body of men they have
picked in this way. It happens many
times that a captain ot affairs hunts
for years for a lieutenant of certain
jualities. He finds him at last, in
Cinderella-likgarb, far down the
?ommercial ladder, a person a hundred other men who really wanted a
man of just this type have passed
carelessly over. They could not "see."
It is no trick at all to discover the
man who has triumphantly made a
record, who is already a personality
In this trade or that. Unfortunately
such a man is unfailingly cosUy. What
he has done, moreover, is no positive
guarantee as to his future exploits.
Men of great reputation as lieutenants many times prove great disappointments when they shift The chief
who "sees" picks a man whose reputation is yet to be made, and thereby
gets the profits himself. Cromwell
Childe, In Harper's Weekly.
ENGLISH TONGUE LEADS

I

PEOPLES BANK ( TRUST CO.
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magical force.
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Travelers Checks

-

re-ent-

j

We Issue

Ability to Recognize Worth, No Mav
Ur Where Met, I One of the
Greatest of All Gift.

n

j
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Confid ence is the

Companion of
Success
When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY?

AP R ' L 28, 1913.

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S
SALE.
State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County of San Miguel. In
the District Court.
The Marion Steam Shovel Company,
a corporation, Plaintiff, vs. Oscar
B. Underwood, The William creek
Irrigation Company, a corporation,
The Willow Creek Irrigation Com

1

me

T5he

OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SHORT OfWERS

AND CAFE

AN D REGULAR

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WMJT

pany, a corporation, The Camfieli
LODGE NO. 2. A. F. & EL
CHAPMAN
DORADO
NO.
LODGE
A. M. Regular comDevelopment Company, a corporaKNIGHTS
OF PYtion.
The Naramore-Underwoo- d
munication first and
Meets
THIAS
Construction Company, a corporathird Thursday in
Monday evention, Defendants. fJo. 7479.
each month. Visiting
in
Castle Hall.
ing
certain
action
in
that
Whereas,
in
brothers cordially inVisiting
Knights
the District Court of the Fourth judi
vited. Win. P. MillB.
are cordially Invitcial District of the State of New Mex HATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER.
W. M H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.
ed. Chas. Liebacn
TI8EMENTS
ico, sitting within aud for the county
Chancellor
ner,
of San Miguel, wherein the Marion
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. ?,
Commander. Harry
bteam Shovel Company, a corpora- Five cent' per tine each insertion.
KNIGHTS T E M PLAR
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
tion, is plaintiff and Oscar B. Under- Estimate tlx ordinary word to a Una.
conclave sec & Tuea-- r Seal.
No
to
ad
lee
two
than
occupy
space
wood, the William Creek Irrigation
day In each month at Maa corporation, The Wil- lines. All advertla mntt charged
Company,
at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second
sonic
Temple
sal
low Creek Irrigation Company, a will be booked at space actually
KlnkeL E. C; Chu. Tamme,
fourth Thursday evening
ea
without
of
words.
to
number
regard
Camfield
DevelThe
corporation,
month at W. o. W. Hal)
In advance preferred.
VisitUt
opment Company, ft
corporation Cash
brothers
Dr.
Invited
cordially
Naramore-UnderwooThe
Con
and
LAS VEGA9 CHAPTER. NO. 3, ROYW. Houf, Dictator;
J. Tbortittt.
struction company, a corporation,
AL ARCH MASONS Regtlar con
Secretary.
are defendants, said cause being num- vocation first Monday In
beded 7479
on the docket of said
each month, at Masonic
court, said action being, among other
LOCAL TIME CARS
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
things, upon three certain promissory
B.
O.
Hubbard, H. P.; t.
notes, made executed and delivered
Blood, Secretary.
EAST BOUND
by the said defendant, Oscar B. Din- Arrive
derwood to the plaintiff, The Marion
lepn
:15 p r
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. No. 2.... 9:10 p. m
Steam Shovel Company, and for the (
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN a.
8. Meets first and third Fridays No. 4.... 11:05 p. m
11:05 p. i
foreclosure of a certain chattel mort2:10 a
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, No. 8
2:05 a. m
gage, made, executed and delivered
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge. Worthy Ma- No. 10
2:16
1:45 p. m
to the said, the Marion Steam Shovel
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Company, a corporation, by Oscar B.
WEST BOUND
Telephone Main 329.
Underwood, one of the defendants, to WANTED Waitress or waiter at the
1
No.
1:20 p. m
1:46 p. i
secure the payment of said three
White Kitchen.
3
No.
6:15 a. i
a.
m
6:10
said
the
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
plaintiff
notes,
NO.
promissory
7
4:30 p. i
4:20 p. m
102 Mees every Monday night at No.
on the 4th day of April, A. D. 1913, AGENTS flO daily can be earned
9
m
No.
7:00 p. i
6:35
p.
O.
C.
R.
obtained judgment against the said
Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
agency as an extra; expert knowl-agenr- y
8
o'clock.
Oscar B. Underwood for the sum of
are
members
Visiting
as an extra; expert knowlfive thousand, four hundred eight and
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz
edge unnecessary. Write to A.
ATTORNEYS
(J5108.6C) dollars, with Interest
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary
Steenken, Amsterdam, olland; PosC. H. Bally, treasurer.
thereon at the rate of six per cent
tage 5c.
HUNKER A HUNKER
per annum from the said 4th day of
George H. Hunker Chester A. Huase
April, A. D. 1913, and for the costs of
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Attorneys-at-Lasaid action to be taxed by the clerk
Meet in the Forest of brotherly Las Vegas.
New Mexic.
of the court. And said plaintiff also
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
obtained further a decree of foreclos FOR RENT
Two housekeeping
on the second and fourth Fridays
DENTISTS
ure and order of sale of the goods,
rooms. 414 Seventh street
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
and machinery dewares, chattels
G.
Laemmle, Clerk
Stewart, Consul;
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTH7.
scribed and included in said chattel FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Visiting members are especially
Crockett Building.
deas
hereinafter
and
511
mortgage
Ninth street.
welcome and cordially invited.
Main Ui
Office Telephone
scribed.
Main 1
House
Telephone
said
amount
of
the
Two-rooFOR
And, whereas,
RENT
furnished J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
judgment against the said Oscar B.
house, 921 Lincoln.
I. O. of B. B.
Meet
every first
OR. F. 8. HUXMANN
with interest thereon
Underwood
of the month in the vestry
Tuesday
Dentist
from the 4th day oi April, A. D. 1913,
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Dental work of any description
up to and until the day of the sale
male
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are moderate
prices.
hereinafter stated is the sum of five
Isaac Appel, Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main IS
cordially Invited.
FOR SALE Two fresh cows. W. T.
thousand four hundred and forty-nin- e
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
and
Reed, 1103 Lincoln avenue.
dollars, and the costs of
retary.
said district court, as taxed by the
clerk thereof are the sum of twenty-fiv- e FOR SALE Jersey cow and chickLadies
COUN- Professional Health Culture for
ens. Mrs. Harry Vogt, 1024 Third KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS,
($25.00) dollars, making the agSHEARER
MRS.
OLLIE
'
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
street
gregate sum for which plaintiff has
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
sum
of
cause
in
said
the
judgment
Facial Massage, Manicure.
Treatment,
memPioneer
Visiting
building.
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
five thousand four hundred and sevenPlaza Hotel.
bers are cordially invited1. Richard
and
ty-four
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevdollars, together
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Office
hours
S.
G.
F.
Frank
Angel,
K.;
Devlne,
with the costs of this advertisement
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
and sale, and
Whereas, In said judgment and de- FOR SALE No. 6 Remington type
0. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
cree I am commanded to sell the folCARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
1. Meets every Monday evening at
writer, $15; No. 4, Underwood $40;
No. 5 Underwood, $45. J. N. Kin
AMD
lowing described goods, wares, chattheir hall on Sixth street All visittels and machinery situate in the
ney, 603 Lincoln.
SIGN PAINTING
ing brethren cordially Invited to atcounty of San Miguel, state of New.
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
N O.
Mexico and more particularly de- FOR SALE At a bargain, two Philo
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
429 GRAND AVE.
One Marscribed as follows,
chicken coops, one thoroughbred
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
ion Steam Shovel, Model 91, manufac-tureRhode Island Red rooster, one
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
by The Marion Steam Shovel
child's enamel iron bed. 422 WashCompany at Marlon, Ohio, together
ington avenue.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
PETER P. MACKEL
with the small tools belonging to and
of eacb
fourth
evening
Tuesday
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
used therewith, being now located
on Ninth street
home
Elks
month
resernear the Sanguijuela dam and
lardwood Finishing. Paper Hangisi
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothvoir site about four or five miles
and Glaslng.
ers are cordially invited. Glv. Wm.
LOST
Bunch
of
keys Saturday
northeast of Las Vegas, In the county
D. W. ConEstimates
Cheerfully Given,
J.
Exalted
Mills,
Ruler;
Leave at Optic and receive reward.
of San Miguel, state of New Mexico.
Old Towi
Bide Plaza
fest
don. Secretary.
Now, therefore, notice is hereby
given that on Monday the 19th day of
May, A. D. 1913, at 10 o clock in the
forenoon of said day, at the east front
door of the court house, in the town FOUND Bundle of family laundry.
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
of La a Vegas, in the county of San
25 per tM Ibe,
Owner may have same by calling
Each
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 bs.,
Delivery
at this office and paying for this
30e p'r 100 l
Miguel, Btate of New Mexico, I will,
200 lbs. to 1,000 Iba., Each Delivery
in obedience to the said order of sale
ad.
40c pr 100 lbs.
SO lbs. to
200 lbs., Eaeh Delivery
60c per 1M lb
and decree, sell to the highest bidder
Less than 5d lbs. Fach Delivery
for cash the above described goods,
wares, chattels and machinery in order to satisfy said plaintiff's Judgr.Z!
I!
ment, interest and costs.
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
LEO M. TIPTON,
"TRAGIC Story of America's GreatLasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Sn e'al Master.
est Disaster," flood, wind and fire,
W. J. Lucas, East Li '.'!' Vegas, N. M.,
the biggest money maker agents
ever had. $15.00 daily if you start
Attorney for Plaintiff.
now. Large $1.00 book, 100 illustrations. Outfit free. J. S. Zieg-le- r
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Wanted

0

The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant who
strives to keep it. He is building his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and
fulfilling every promise of his
advertisements. He cannot afford to disappoint you.

For Rent

for

,21-10- 0

0

Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.
To get to know all these good

stores and their splendid offerings read the advertisements
every night in
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Co., Chicago.

Is
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
one of the most widely used medicines in the market. It is as popular
in Canada. Australia and South AfriASSESSMENT
NOTICE.
ca as at home. This is because it
Notice Is hereby given to all tax"makes Food." You can always depend upon it when you have a cough payers in Precinct No. 29 of the
or cold. For sale by all dealers.
county of San Miguel, that I will be
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
tween the hours of 8 a. ir and 6 p
m., until the 30th day o' prtl, 1913
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Market Finders
Classified adj. search out the people, to whom among all
those who MIGHT BWY the particular thing la worth most.
That prope. ty you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo someoae
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear !
tfertUed here.
your property unlets it
and
rf?r ads, In this neiyatr want
Others, who
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iou ne'sitate to aavise me, before
you know all," she said, "and you are
CHAPTER I Fran arrive at Hamilton right. In a moment the choir will be
jOregory's home in Uttlehurj. but finds singing
louder, and we can all talk tohim absent conducting the choir at a
camp meeting.
gether. Mrs. Gregory Bhould be conCHAPTER II-tliither in sulted, too."
earch of him, lauRhs repairs
Grace, conscious of doing all that
Uunng tlio service
la asKea to leave.
one could in consulting Mrs. Gregory,
CHAPTER III Abbott Ashton. super- "too," looked toward the choir loft,
intendent of schools, escorts Fran from and smiled Into
Hamilton Gregory's
the tent. He tells her Gregory la a
wealthy man, deeply interested in charity eyes. How his baton, Inspired by that
work, and is a pillar of the church. Ash- smile, cut magic runes in the air I
ton becomes greatly interested in Fran
"Mrs. Gregory," Grace said In a low
and. while taking leave of her, holds her
band and Is seen by Sapphira Clinton,
later of Robert Clinton, ciiairman of the voice, "I suppose Professor Ashton la
so surprised at seeing you in church
achool board.
CHAPTER IV Fran tells 'Gregory she it has been more than five months,
wants a home with him. Grace Noir. hasn't it? . . . that I'm afraid he
Gregory's private secretary, takes a vio- isn't thi.iking about what I'm saying."
lent dislike to Fran and advises her to go
Mrs. Gregory could not help feeling
way at once. Fran hints at a
secret, and Gregory, in agitation, in the way, beeauso her husband
ks Grace to leave the room.
seemed to share Grace's feeling. InCHAPTER V Fran relates a story of
how Gregory married a young girl at stinctively she turned to her mother
Bpringfleld while attending college and and laid her hand on the invalid's
inen deserted her. Fran is the child of arm.
that marriage. Gregory had married his
"They ain't bothering me, Lucy,"
present wife thre years before the death
of Fran's mother.
said the old lady,
"I can't
She

ua

twenty-year-ol-

"OW Grace exclaimed, disagreeably
surprised. "I did not know that you
play cards, Professor Ashton. Do you
also attend the dances? Surely you
haven't been dancing and playing
cards very long?"
"Not for a great while," responded
Abbott, with the obstinacy of a good
conscience wrongfully accused.
"Only since Fran came, I am sure,"
She
she said, feeling him escaping.
looked at him with something like
scorn, inspired by righteous indignation that such as he could be influenced by Fran. That look wrought
havoc with the halo he had so long
blinked at, as It swung above her head.
"Does that mean," he inquired, with
a steady look, "that you imagine Fran
has led me into bad habits?"
"I trust the habits are not fixed,"
"I hardly
rather contemptuously.
think you mean to desert the church,
and lose your position at school, for
the sake of of that Fran."
"I hardly think so, either," returned
Abbott. "And now I'd better go to my

X tin
111

:

CHAPTER VII Gregory explains that
Fran is the daughter of a very dear
friend now dead. Fran agrees to the

Q

Gregory Insists on her makstory. Mrs.
ing her home with them and takes her to
her arms. The breach between Fran and
Grace widens.
CHAPTER VIII It is decided that
Fran must go to school. Grace shows
interest In Gregory's story of
persistent
m dead friend and hints that Fran may
be an imposter. She threatens to marry
Bob Clinton and leave Gregory's service,
much to the latter's dismay. Fran declares that the secretary must go.
CHAPTER IX Grace begins nagging
tactics In an effort to drive Fran from
the Gregory homei but Mrs. Gregory remains stanch in her friendship.
CHAPTER X Fran is oraerea Deiore
Buperlntendent Ashton to be punished for
insubordination in school.
Chairman
Clinton is present. The affair ends in
Fran leaving the school In company of
'the two men, to the amazement of the
scandalmongers of the town.
CHAPTER XI Abbott, while taking a
walk alone at midnight, finds Fran on a
bridge telling her fortune by curds. She
tells Abbott that she Is the famous Hon
a
tamer, Fran Nonpareil. She tired of
lit Ujfld wani4 a ham.

I

1

school work."

"Fran is imprudent," said Mrs. Gregory, In distress, "but her heart is pure
gold. I don't know what all this means,
but when I have hadia talk with her "
"Don't go, Professor Ashton," interposed Grace, as he started up, "until
you advise me. Shall I tell Mr. Gregory? Or shall I conceal it on the assurances that it will never happen

mm
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again?"
Abbott seated himself with sudden
it, Miss
persuasiveness. "Conceal
Grace, conceal it!" he urged.
"If you will frankly explain what
happened here before Mrs. Gregory,
so she can have the real truth, we will
never betray the secret. But if you
cannot tell everything, I shall feel it
my duty I don't know how Mrs. Gregory feels about it but I must tell Mr.
Gregory."
"I would rather wait," said Mrs.
Gregory, "and talfc to Fixt. She will
promise me anything. I trust you, Abbott; I know you would never lead my
little girl into wroxg'&j&g. Leave it
all to me, I will have a good talk with

It Was at If Abbott Had Suddenly
Raised a Window in a Raw Wind.

CHAPTER Xlt
Grace Captures the Outposts.
The next evening there was choir
practice at the Walnut Street church.
Abbott Ashton, hesitating to make his
of
nightly plunge into the
learning, paused .in the vestibule to
take a peep at Grace. He knew she
never missed a choir practice, for
though she could neither sing nor play
the organ, she thought it her duty to
Bet an example of regular attendance
that might be the means of bringing
those who could do one or the other.
Abbott was not disappointed; but ha
was surprised to see Mrs. Jefferson In
at the end of the pew
her wheel-chai- r
occupied by the secretary, while between them sat Mrs. Gregory. His surprise became astonishment on discovering Fran and Simon Jefferson in the
choir loft, slyly whispering and nibbling candy, with the air of soldiers off
duty for the choir was In the throes
of a solo.
Abbott, as if hypnotized by what he
had seen, slowly entered the auditorium. Fran's keen eyes discovered him,
and her face showed elfish mischief.
Grace, following Fran's eyes, found
the cause of the odd smile, and beckoned to Abbott. Hamilton Gregory,
following Graoe's glance for he saw
no one but her at the practices, since
she inspired him with deepest fervor-f- elt
suddenly as if he had lost something; he had often experienced the
same sensation on seeing Grace approached by some unattached gentleman.
Grace motioned to Abbott to sit beside her, with a concentration of attention that showed her purpose of
reaching a definite goal unsuspected
by the other.
"I'm so glad Fran has taken a place
In the choir," Abbott whispered to
Grace. "And look at Simon Jefferson
who'd have thought it!"
Grace looked at Simon Jefferson;
she also looked at Fran, but her compressed lips and reproving eye expressed none of Abbott's gladness.
However, she responded with "I am
so glad you are here, Professor Ash
ton, for I'm in trouble, and I can't decide which way it is my duty to turn.
Will you help me? I am going to
trust you it Is a matter relating to Mr.
dust-cloud- s

hear their noise, and when I shut my
eyes I can't see their motions."
"I have something to tell you both,"
Grace said solemnly. "Last night, I
couldn't sleep, and that made mo sensitive to noises. I thought I heard
some one slipping from the house just
eleven. It
as the clock struck half-paseemed incredible, for I knew if it
were anyone, it was that Fran, and I
didn't think even she would do that."
It was as if Abbott had suddenly
raised a window in a raw. wlna. mis
The other's
temperature descended.
manner of saying "That Fran!" obscured his glass of the future.
Mrs. Gregory said quickly, "Fran
eleven?
leave, the house at half-paImpossible."
"How do you know," Abbott asked,
"that Fran left the house at such a
time of the night?" The question was
unfair since it suggested denial, but
his feeling for Fran seemed to call for
unfairness to Grace.
"I will tell you," Grace responded,
with the distinctness of one in power.
"At the time, I told myself that even
Fran would not do that. But, a long
time afterward, I heard another sound,
from the yard. I went to my window.

Fraa,"
"And," said Abbott eagerly, "if w
both solemnly promise
Grace bit her lip. His "we" condemned him.
"I don't ask you to hide the affair on
my account," he said, holding up his
head. "I don't want Fran put in an
unjust light. She isn't to be judged
like other people."
"Oh," murmured Grace, "then you

looked out. The moon was bright,
but there wiis a very dark shadow
about the front gate. I heard voices.
One was that of Fran. The other was
'he rcico of " her tone vibrated in its
intensity "the voice of a man!"
"It was not Fran's voice," Mrs.
Gregory declared earnestly.
"What man was it?" Abbott inI
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Alliance Vith Abbott.
For the moi t part, that was a silent
Abbott
walk to Hamilton Gregory's.
and it
Ashton pushed the wheel-chair- ,
was only Mrs. Jefferson, ignorant oi

what had tnlien place, who commented
on ih bright mwn, i'nd 5ie relief of
breezes after the musty
auditerium of Wahr.-- t Street church.
"Tliev '.vere beat and datermined on
Fran going to choir practice," the old
lady told Abbott, "so Lucy and I went
alons to encourage her, lor they say
she has a fine voice, and they want all
the good siiiginp they can have at
Uncle Tobe Fuller's funeral. I despise
big doings at funerals, but I expect to
go, and as I can't hca? the solos, nor
the preacher working up feelings, all
I'll have to do will be to sit and look
at the coflin."
"Mother," said Mrs. Gregory, "you
rose-scente- d
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course."
"Of course."
"And did Fran have a card to repre
sent herself, perhaps?"
"I have told you the story," said Ab
bott, rising.
"That means she did. Then shi
wanted to know if you and she would
. . . Mrs. Gregory, I have alwayi
felt that Fran haB deceived us about
her age! She is older than she pre
tends to be!"
"I believe this concludes our bar
gain," said Abbott, rising.
Mrs. Gregory was calm. "Miss Grace
Fran told me long ago that she il
eighteen years old; she came as a lit
tie girl, because she thought we would
take her In more readily, If we be
lieved her a mere child."
"Does Mr. Gregory know that?"
"I haven't told him; I don't know
whether Fran has or not"
"You haven't told him!" Grace wai
speechless. "You knew it, and haven't
told him? What ought I to do?"
"You ought to keep your promise,"
Abbott retorted hotly.
"Sitting on that bridge at mldgnight,
fortunes by
alone, telling people's
cards. . . . Professor Ashton
Mrs. Gregory!" Grace exclaimed, with
one of those flashes of inspiration peculiar to her sex, "that Fran is a showgirl!"
Mrs.
Gregory rose, and spoke
through her mother's
"Shall we go home, now?"
"That Fran," repeated Grace, "is a
show-girl- !
She is eighteen or nineteen
years old, and she is a show-girl!- "
"Wouldn't it be best for you to ask
her?"
"Ask her? iter? No, I ask you!"
"Let me push the chair," said Abbott, stepping to Mrs. Gregory's side.
He read in the troubled face that she
had known this secret, also.
The secretary gazed at him with a
look, hardly conscious that
he was beating retreat, so absorbed
was she in this revelation. It would be
necessary for some one to go to
to make investigations.
Springfield
Grace had for ever alienated Abbott,
Ashton, but there was always Robert
He would obey her every
Clinton.
wish; Robert Clinton should go. And
when Robert had returned with a full
history of Hamilton Gregory's schooldays at Springfield, and those of Gregory's intimate friends, Fran, with the
proofs of her conspiracy spread before
her, should be driven forth, never
again to darken the home of the philanthropist.
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Fran Set Her Back Against the Fence
and Looked at Him Darkly.
her conscience is so sure, that she
hasn't use for anything but a faithful
reflector of her opinions."
"Her friends are mere puppets, it
appears," Abbott said, smiling. "But
that's rather to her credit. Isn't it?
Would you mind to explain your imagination of her character?"
His jesting tone made her impatient "I don't think her character
has ever had a chance to develop;
she's too fixed on thinking herself
what she isn't Her opinion of what
she ought to be is so sure, that she
has never discovered what she really
is. And you can't possibly hold a secret from her, if you're her friend; she
takes it from you as one snatches a
toy from a little child."
Abbott was still amused. "Has she
emptied me of all she wants?"
"Yes. You have given her strong
weapons against me, and you may be
sure she'll use them to her advantage."
"Fran, step back into the light let
me see your face; are you in earnest?
Your eyes are smoldering Oh, Fran,
those eyes! What weapons have I
given herl"
Fran set her back against the fence
and looked at bim darkly. "The secret
of my age, and the secret of my past"
"I told her neither."
"As soon as you and Mrs. Gregory
wheeled away Mrs. Jefferson," said
Fran, "I went right down from the
choir loft, and straight over to her.
I looked her in the eye, and I asked
what you had been telling about me.'
Why, you told her everything, even
that I was trying to find out whether
you and I would ever would ever get
married! I might as well say It, it
came pat enough from her and you
told! Nobody else knew. And you
dropped your King of Hearts over the
fence you told her that! And when
we were standing there at the gate,
you even tried but no, I'll leave you
and Miss Grace to discuss such subjects. Here we are at the same gate,
but I guess there's not much danger,
now!"
"Fran!" cried Abbott, with burning
cheeks, "I didn't tell her, upon my
honor I didn't I had to admit dropping the card, to keep her from thinking you out here at midnight with a
stranger. She saw us in the shadow,
and guessed that other. I didn't tell
her anything about your age. I didn't
mention the carnival company."
Fran's concentrated tones grew milder: "But Mrs. Gregory has known
about the show all this time.
She
would die before she'd tell on me."
"I never told, Fran. I'm not going
to say that again; but you shall believe me."
"Of course, Abbott
But it just
proves what I said, about her emptying her friends, about taking their secrets from them even without their
knowing she's doing it. I said to her,
sharp and quick, 'What have you been
saying about me. Miss Noir?' She
said 'I understand from Professor
Ap.hton that you are not a young girl
at all, but a miisquerader of at least
eighteen years.' I answered 'Being
I
a masquerador of nt leaat thirty-five- ,
you should have found that out, yourself.' I hardly think she's thirty-five- ;
it w'asn't a fair blow, but you have to
fight Indiana in the brush. Then your
friend said, 'Professor Ashton informs
me that you are a circus-girl- .
Don't
you think you've strayed too far from
the tent?' she asked. I said 'Oh, I
brought the show with me; Professor
Ashton is my advance advertising
agent' Then she said that if I'd
leave, Mr. Gregory need never know
yiat I'm an impostor. But I told her
no tickets are going to be returned.
I said 'This show absolutely takes
place, rain or shine.' "
"Fran," said Abbott in distress, "I
want to talk this over come here in
the yard where you're not so conspicuous."
"Show-girl- s
ought to be conspicuous. No, sir, I stay right here In the
glaring moonlight. It doesn't call for
darkness to tell me anything that is
on your rnind, Professor."
"Fran, you can't hold me responsible
for what Miss Grace guessed. I tell
you, who guessed everything. I was
trying to defend you suddenly tshe
saw tUrounh II. rail, I don't know how
Mm. Gregory can exit
plain, an bile's a woman, Vou fcliuil
not deem inn cci.uMh of miilifg &n
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are not cheerful tonight."
"No," the other responded, "I think
it's from sitting so long by the Whited
Sepulcher."
Mrs. Gregory spoke into the trumpet, with real distress "Mother, mother! Abbott won't understand you; he
think there Is more than one standard doesn't know you are usirg a figure
of right? I don't. There's one God of speech."
and one right. No, I cannot consent;
"Yes," said the old lady, "number
what might satisfy Mrs. Gregory might thirteen, if there's anything unlucky
not seem best to me. No, professor, in figures."
if you feel that you cannot explain
Abbott effected diversion. "Mrs.
what I saw, last night, I Bhall feel Gregory, I'm glad Miss Noir agreed to
obliged to tell Mr. Gregory as soon as say nothing about her discoveries, for
the choir practice ends."
the only harm in them is what people
"Didn't Fran refuse to tell?" Abbott might imagine. I was pretty uneasy,
at first, of course I knew that if she
temporized.
"Yes," was the skilful response; "but felt she ought to tell it, she would. I
her reticence must have been to save never knew anybody so conscientious."
There was a pause, then Mrs. Gregvou, for the girl never seems ashamed
of anything she does. I imagine she ory responded, "She will not tell."
hated to get you into trouble."
Abbott had seen them safely into
'
Miss Grace, you have heard Mrs. the house, and had reached the gate
Gregory say that she trusts me and on his departure, when Fran came runshe is Fran's guardian. I ask you to ning up. In pleased surprise he
do the same."
opened the gate for her, but she
"I must consider my conscience."
stopped in the outside shadow, and he
That answer closed all argument
paused within the yard.
"You had better tell her," said Mrs.
"Fran!" he exclaimed with pleasure.
Gregory, "for she is determined to "Is the practice ended?"
know."
She made no response.
"I waB taking a walk to rest my
,
"Fran, what's the matter?"
mind," Abbott said slowly, proceeding
Silence.
as if he would have liked to fight his
Abbott was both perplexed and hurt.
ground inch by inch, "and it was rath- "Remember what we said on the new
er late. I was strolling about Little-burg- . bridge," he urged; "we're friends
At laHt I found myself at the while we're together and after we
new bridge that leads to the
part!'"
grounds, when ahead of me,
"Somebody ought to burn that new
there was I saw Fran. I was much bridge," said Fran, in a muffled tone;
surprised to find her out there, alone." 'it's no good making wishes come
"I can understand that," said Grace true."
auietly, "for I should have been sur"Why do you say that? Aren't we
prised myself."
the best of friends?"
Mrs Gregory turned upon Grace.
Fran collected herself, and spoke
"Let liim go on!" she said with a flash with cool distinctness: "I have a pretthat petrified the secretary.
ty hard fight, Mr. Ashton, and It's nec"When I came up to the bridge, she essary to know who's on my side, and
who isn't. I mny not come out ahead;
was silting there, with some cards
but I'm not going to Iokh out from takh!1 alone.
Sim bud buiiih oupurutltloo ing a foe fur a friend,"
ubout frying foriunis on a naw bride
"Which you will kindly tupUtu?"
at nilileli-liiarid tlmt mpkiiiiti the lato
"Vou are Onice Nofr's friend -- tlmt
ll tB lit tli'i liuiir.
Ho I
pr'Kiy (led hi t Ejiiti! It,"

quired, rather resentfully.
"I do not know. I wish now, that I
had called out," responded Grace, paying no heed to Mrs. Gregory. "That is
where I made my mistake. The man
Fran came running into
got away.
the house, aud closed the door as softly as she could after she'd unlocked
it from the outside! I concluded it
would be best to wait till morning, before I said a word. So this morning,
before breakfast, I strolled in the yard,
trying to decide what I had better do.
I went to the gate, and there on the
grass what do you suppose I found?"
Abbott was bewildered. Mrs. Gregory listened, pale with apprehension.
"It was a card," Grace said, with
awful significance, "a gambling card!
Gregory."
Abbott was pleased that she should As long us I have lived In the house,
think him competent to advise her re- nobody ever dured to bring a card
specting her duty; at the game time there. Mrs. Gregory will tell you the
he regretted that ber confidence re- same, But that Fran. , , , She
lated to Mr. Gregory,
bud been playing curds out there at
"Professor Atilitoii," she said (softly, midnight aud with a man!"
"does my position as hired secretary
"1 ciiiiiiot think ho," wnid Mrs, Gregto Mr. Gregory furry with it the
ory firmly.
"Afier riiiklug up my iiiind v. but to
(a v. urn him of any rrilucciKluct
la liis liuuKi.hnlii?"
d'i," foutiiiucd Graeu evenly, "I Limit
and

'

gate"

alertly.

cit:"- -

weaxiy :

Grace answered: "She denied it, of
course said she hadn't been playing
cards with anybody, hadn't dropped
the card I found, and wouldn't even admit that she'd been with a man. If I
tell Mr. Gregory about her playing
cards with a man at that hour, I don't
beMeve he will think he ought to keep
net finger, even if she does claim to
be his friend's daughter."
"But you tell us," Mrs. Gregory interposed swiftly, "that she said she
hadn't been playing cards."
"She said!" Grace echoed unpleas
antly, "she said!"
"That card you found," began Abbott guiltily, "was it the king of
hearts?" Possibly he had dropped it
from his pocket when leaning over the
But why had he leaned over
gate to
the gate?
Grace coldly answered, "I do not
know one card from another."
"Let me try to describe it."
"I hope you cannot describe the card
I found," said Grace, the presentiment
that she was on the eve of discoveries
giving her eyes a starlike directness
"I suspect I dropped that card over
the fence," he confessed, "for I had
the king of hearts, and last night,
about that time I was standing at the

d

CHAPTER T I Fran finds Mrs. Greg-pr- y
a sweet, sincere woman and takes a
liklnjc to her.
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to get. a glimpse of, all the times you
parade the street in front of our
house ?"
Abbott declared, "You!" In mute
appeal he held out his hand.
"You're a weak brother, but here "
And she slipped her band into his.
"If she'd been in conversation with
me, I wouldn't have let her have any
presentiments. It takes talent to keep
from telling what you know, but genius to keep the other fellow from
guessing. What I hate about it is, that
the very next time you fall into her
hands, you'll be at her mercy. If I
told you a scheme I've been devising,
she'd take it from you in broad daylight She can always prove she's
right because she has the verse for
it and to deny her is to deny Inspiration. And if she had her way she
thinks I'm a sort of dissipation
there'd be a national prohibition of
Fran."
"If there were a national prohibition
of Fran, I'd be the first to smuggle
you in somehow, little Nonpareil.
Isn't it something for me to have taken you on trust as I have, from the
very beginning?"
His brown eyes were so earnest that
Fran stepped into the shadow. "It's
more than something, Abbott Your
trust is about all I have. It's just
like me to be wanting more than I
have.
I'm going to confide in you
my scheme. Let's talk it over in whispers." They put their heads together.
"Tomorrow, Grace Noir is going to
the city with Bob Clinton to select music for the choir he doesn't know
any more about music than poor Uncle
Tobe Fuller, but you see, he's still
alive. It will be the first day she's
been off the place since I came. While
she's away, I mean to make my grand
effort."
"At what. Little Wonder?"
"At driving her away for good. I'm
going to offer myself as secretary, and
with her out of sight, I'm hoping to
win the day."
"But she's been his secretary for five
years is it reasonable he'd give her
up? And would it be honorable for
you to work against her in that way?
Besides, Fran, she is really necessary
to Mr. Gregory's great charity enterprises "
"The more reason for getting rid of
her."
"I don't understand how you mean
that I know Mr. Gregory's work
would be seriously crippled. And it
would be a great blow to Walnut
Street church she's always there."
"Still, you see she can't stay."
"No, I don't see. You and Miss
Grace must be reconciled."
"6h, Abbott, can't you understand,
or Is it that you Just won't? It Isn't
or, my account that Miss Noir must
leave this house. She's going to
bring trouble she's already done it,
I've had lots of experience, and when
I see people hurrying down hill, I expect to find them at the bottom, not
because it's in the people, but because it's In the direction. I believe

i

upon the stairway, ana, with
cmseti eyeB; loosea as it sue had

b.

there a long time,
"Fran," said Mrs. Gregory coldly;
"you left the choir practice before
s
were
done. Ot course I
could hardly expect you" he looked
at his wife "to stay, although, your
presence would certainly have kept
Fran there; and it does look as If
we should be willing to resort to any
expedient to keep her there!"
"How would a lock and chain do?"
Fran inquired meekly.
"I don't think she came straight:
home, either," remarked Grace Noir
significantly. "Did you, Fran?"
"Miss Noir," said Fran, smiling at
her through the banister-slats- ,
"yoa
are so satisfactory; you always say
just about what I expect Yes, I cam
straight home. I'm glad it's your business, so you could ask."
Hamilton Gregory turned to his
wife again, with restraint mora
marked. "Next Sumlay is roll-caday,
Mrs. Gregory. The board has decided
to revise the lists. We've been carrying so many names that it's a burdea
to the church. The world reproaches
a member?
us, saying, 'Isn't
He never attends, doea he?' I do
hope you will go next Sunday!"
Mrs. Gregory looked down at he
work thoughtfully, then said, "Mother
would be left "
"It's 'just this way," her husband interposed abruptly: "If no excuses, such
as sickness, are sent, and if the peopla
haven't been coming for months, and
don't intend coming, we are simply
trik
determined to drop the names
'em out We believe church member.
should show where they stand. And
and if you "
Mrs. Gregotry looked up quietly.
Her voice seemed woven of the silk?
threads she was stitching in the whlte
pattern. "If I am not a member ot
the church, sitting an hour in tha
building couldn't make me one."
Simon Jefferson cried out "Is that!
my sister Lucy? Blessed if I thought
she had so much spirit!"
"Do you call that spirit?" returned
Gregory, with displeasure.
"Well!" snorted Simon, "what do
you call it, then?"
"Perhaps," responded Gregory, 'with
marked disapprobation, "perhaps It
J
was spirit."
Grace, still attired for the etreetj
looked down upon Mrs. Gregory as US
turned to stone. Her beautiful facej
expressed something like & horror at
the other's Irreverence.
J
Fran shook hack her hair, anq
watched with gleaming eyes from be4
hind the slats, not unlike a small
wild creature peering from its cage.
"Oh," cried Fran, "Miss Noir feelai
two-third-

ll

;

bo

bad!"

Grace swept from the hall, her!
rounded figure Instinct with the suffers
tngs of a martyr.
Fran murmured, "That killed her!'"
"And youl" cried Gregory, turning:
r
suddenly In blind anger upon
"you don't care whose heart
you break."
"I haven't any power over hearts,"1
retorted Fran, gripping her fingers till,
her hands were little white balls. "Oh,,
if I only had! I'd get at 'em if L
could like this
i
She leaped to her feet
"Am I always to be defied by you?")
he exclaimed; "is there to be 110 end
to it? But suppose I put an end to
it, myself tell you 'that this is no.
place for you "
"You shall never say that!" Mrs.
Gregory spoke up, distinctly, but not
in his loud tones. She dropped her
work in some agitation, and drew Fraa
to her heart "I have a friend here,
Hamilton one friend and she must
stay."
"Don't be uneasy, dear one," Franj
looked up lovingly into the frightened
face. "He won't tell me to go. Ho
won't put an end to it He won't telli
ue anything!"
"Listen to me, Lucy," said Gregory,
!;is tone altering, "yes, she must star
that's settled she must stay. Of
course. But you why will you rbfusa
whsit I ask, when for years you were
one of the most faithful attendants
:t the Walnut Street church? I aia
asking you to go next Sunday becauso
well, you know how people judgi
'
v appearances.
I'm not asking it!
,'or rny sake of course I know your
:.l
character but go for Mis
Grace's sske go to show her when
you stand."
"ilow is it about church attendance,
.uyway?" atked Fran, with the r.ir of
one' who seeks after knowledge. "I
' ei" .t you went to church for the
' orrt's
sake, and not for Miss Noir's.'"
''I have given you rny answer, Mrv
Gregory," said his wife faintly, "butt
I aai sorry that it should make moj
(rem obstinate "
He uttered a groan, and left the ball
In despair. His gesture said that he
must give it up.
Mrs. Gregory folded her worky he?!
face pale and drawn, her lips tremulous. She looked at Fran and tried t
smile.
"We must go to rest now,"
she said "if we can."
the-othe-
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Grace Looked Down Upon Mrs. Gregory as If Turned to Stone.
men are
some mighty
stumbling down hill, carrying their religion right Into hell."
"Hush, little friend! You don't understand what religion Is."
"If I can't find out from its fruits,
I don't vAnt to know."
"Of course. But consider how Miss
d

Grace's labors are blessing the helpless."
"Abbott, unless the fruits of religion are flavored by love, they're no
more account than apples taken with
bitter-ro- t
not worth fifty cents a
barrel."
Abbott as!;ed slyly, "What about
your fruit, out there in the world?"
"Oh," Fran confessed, with a gleam,
at
"we're not in the orchard-busines- s
all, out here."
Abbott laid his hand earnestly upon
her arm. "Fran! Come in and help
is spray."
"You dear old prosy, preachy professor!" she exclaimed affectionately,
"I have been thinking of it. I've half
a mind to try, really. Wouldn't Grace
Noir just die? . . . O Lord, there
she comes now!"
Fran left the disconsolate young
man in wild precipitation, and flew
into the house. Ho turned oft in an
other direction, and Gregory and Grace
came slowly toward the house, having",
without much difficulty, eliminated
Simon Jefferson from their company.
In truth, Simon, rather tr 1 be lm- proved by their conversation, had
dived down a bark alley, and found
ml.runce throuj-- tlnj tsfjir door. VVhci
IfauiUUitt Cr sory aud !.: umj tturf
..):.! Into !!, I' ;.',.. )... .', ti.o iA'
fin f ' lor
oi.in disim !,lrjUi,Sf of
bin
Fi.iii'ts f!;-In m
(Jit; ( ;,.,!' left
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(To be Continued Monday)

No matter how long you suTferef,
or what other remedies have faiil t
cure, Foley Kidney Pills will Burelji
help you. They are genuinely tonlT,
strengthening and curative, bu!5d t
the ISdneya and rfd'.ora t
John Velbert, Fou:r, Ca'tf ,
says: "I Buffered many ymr v.i-kidney trouble and couM fitter t i
t
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Light automobile lauiiw at
o'clock this evening.
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SPECIAL

Our Famous Fully
Guaranteed

received today
While it Lasts

BALL - BEARING

S4.50

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from tha distil.
lery to you. At the LiObby, of course.

Ludwig

Ik
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yalBlue
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THERE 18 NO LIE ON THE

LABEL

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

'HITS

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

1

FRUITS

QUALITY

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At J. H.

STEAR-N- S

P. J. Emenaker is today
moving his
watch repair shop from the Steam
Laundry office to the building former.
ly occupied by the National Woolen
Mills company on Douglas avenue.

For Sale One first class silver tip
ni
ped bear skin ruff,
an ovtm
large mountain lion rug, exception
ally fine, well mounted, at a bargain
Gilbert E. Rosehwald.

A IN
i

THE FORUM MEETING
The forum is the town meeting of
Las Vegas. In it the citizens iispnoa
their own needs and remedies. Thev
can make the Forum the channel for
the development of a new and better
Las Vegas. Every true citizen is in
vited to be present at tonight's meet
ing at Temple Montefiore.
Opening addresses will be made
by W. J. Mills, Colonel Twitchell.
Rev. E. Ci Anderson vahM t w
Landau.

:

-

.

,

M y0
Gross, Kelly & Co,
Sole Agents

.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

WHEN IN, .NEED OF

MEATS, BAKER'S GOODS

The Wells Fargo horse last Satur
day took a notion io run away while
standing at the corner of National
Avenue and Fifth street. Although
the bridle weight was attached to the
horse he started down National Avenue at full speed and by the time he
had reached Fourth street was going
some. The animal tripped on a piece
of his harness, and, while turning the
corner at Fourth and tctinnni in
turned the wagon over, breaking It to
The Wells Fargo company
pieces.
today delivered its packages with a
dray.
Mrs. Eliseo Montoya has filed suit
in the district court against her husband. Mrs. Montoya alleges that her
husband has failed to support her
and has not lived with her as husband
and wife since September 1911. She
says that prior to that time her hus
band beat her and treated her cruelly,
for which he served a term in jail.
Mrs. Montoya says she thinks her husband now is in Colorado. The couple
v ere married in Las Vegas in 1905.
They have no children. Since their
marriage the Montoyas have lived in
Tucolote and BuonavlBU,

''lii,.

the $22.50 Smith's
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Rugs

ArabianNet
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SHADES

PORCH

the 9x11 Seamless
Velvet Rugs, regular $17.50 value
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UNUSUAL ATTRACTION WILL BE
STAGED IN LAS VEGAS TO.
NIGHT ONLY
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We C&n Give You Exclusive

ROSENTHAL

Patterns a.nd Perfect Fit

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
performance that will please the
s
will be
and tlierfchildren
'
given tonight at the Browne' theater
Miss
Viola's Animal circus. This
by
is composed of a troupe of wonderfully
trained birds and beasts. At the head REDS LOSE TO THE
of the company, occupying the place
as leading man, as it were, is LoLot
te, the man monkey with human intelli
OLD TOWN GREYS
gence. This brute does everything but
talk. He eats at a table, undresses,
goes to" bed and does everything that SALAZAR'S
IS
PITCHING
TOO
the civilized man may be expected to
TIGHT TO ALLOW THE REDS A
A

GRE ENBERGER

grown-up-

,

.

GIRL IS DROWNED
Colo., April
Lizzie
Campbell, aged 16, was drowned Sat-

Paonia,

iss

urday night in the north fork of the
Gunnison river near Bowie, when one
of the cables supporting a suspension bridge broke.
The joint committee on the federal
building site hel da meeting yesterday
morning in the Commercial club
rooms. Senator T. B. Catron was present and addressed the meeting. Senator Catron had been shown the sito
agreed upon by the committee and
stated that it apepared an excellent
location for a federal building. It was
decided to ask the government to send
a representative here to examine the
site.

TOMORROW
the Y. M. C. A.
4-
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FAINT CHANCE

It was the same old story yesterday
afternoon at Amusement park. The
Ueds were defeated by the Old Town
Greys by the score of 13 to 4. Pete
Salazar, the famous pitcher for the
Greys, did just as he pleased with the
Reds and if he saw fit to fan them it
was one, two, three, you're out. The
Greys outbatted the Reds and used
more baseball science.
Gerard for the Reds was placed in
the box to open the game but at the
end of the third inning Captain
decided to make a change, and
Conway was substituted. Finally Conway tired and in the last half of the
last inning Louis Shupp, the famous
;outhpaw, was placed in the box and
fanned three straight batters.
The Reds
changed their lineup
three or four times but without
While these games are not
LAS VEGAS BOOSTERS ARE ASK for blood and the teams do not
take
ED TO ATTEND THE MEETIthem too seriously, they are resulting
NG TONIGHT
in arousing the baseball spirit in Las
Vegas. Runs were credited to the fol
The Forum of Las Vegas will meet lowing: Greys Nieto, 3;
Lujan, 1;
tonight in Temple Montefiore for the Larrazolo, 2; Angel, 2; Montoya, 2;
purpose of discussing matters of im Ellsworth, 1; Salazar, 2; Reds Ettin- portance to this community. Excellent ger, 1; Conway, 1; Harris, 1; White, 1.
speakers have agreed to lead the dis The batteries were: Greys Salazar
cussion. The public is cordially Invit and Nieto: Reds Gerard, Conway,
ed to be present at the meeting, which Shupp and Ettinger.
Umpire Howard
will begin at 8 o'clock.
The Forum Simpkins.
is trying to assist In the work of
boosting Las Vegas and its asks the
25 per cent oft on all goods at the
interest and support of all loyal
Moran curio store to close out stock,
beginning Monday.
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9x12 Velvet

$12.95 for

'..iij.ii

j

ing what make and style to buy.
Settle this immediately by deciding
on a Hart Schaffner and Marx or an
L System as these two High Grade
Lines of Clothing will assure you absolute satisfaction. They are designed and cut with more minute and
exact reference to your figure than
any other clothes made. All coats. fit
closely about the neck and hug the
collar., The patterns, for Spring are
"Vr.Smart
- anil 'RrirrVif
i y ileal.
"
'h'.L Knf
y.v Vor..

piece Dinner Sets

2.95 for the$3.0o

CIRCUS AT THE

Ladles' class at 9 o'clock a. m.
THE FORUM TO MEET
Intermediate boys' class at
The K'Tiim of Las e.KUH niseis to
o'clock,
night at 8 o'clock at Temple MonteKeuior cIuhb S o clock tonight,
fiore to dueling tljis Important
Kx;ovi;inor VV, J, Mill will
prtii-ldpud' di;llu;r an
TOO LATC TO CLASSIFY
ittltiw.
tlllii-l.cliil, , nyvHlu-vjn. ln.ic
l
i
K. 'I
r WAVl'Ml
in i.,
Aim 1.
,ir) (i.l f i iii.i i.l
J'1
(), I'Jt.ad, jo h i. m i:, C. AhiU.t
r
I. full
liii i in i I, i.i

OR. GROCERIES

-.

the $6.50 Limogee
Royal Blue 42 piece Dinner Sets

ANIMAL

ThrrtyJslx (Mexican laborers left
Saturday night for Colorado where
they will be employed In the beet
fields for the coming summer. There
also will be a large number who will do.
leave next week for Colorado and
Other members of the troupe are
California.
beautiful arres from Brazil, baby mon
keys from Columbia, cockatoos from
Thomas "Scotty" Smith Is relavlne Australia, miniature bear from Ecua
the section of walk on the east end dor,
monkeys from Africa,
pigeons
of the south side of the
county bridge from Germany and parrots from trocrossing the Gallinaa river on Bridge pical lands. This attraction will be
rne foundation nf thQ ..,n. liei e but one night. The first
street.
perfor
settled, allowing the pavement to mance will be given at 7:30 o'clock.
sink. The
.
DXJ umu
Admission will be 10 cents and 15
LUUl
gang of workmen with picks and cents. The novelty of the show should
hammers had hard work cracking it
appeal to everybody. The attraction
is first class in every respect. The
Marriage licenses were issued Sat- utual big picture show will be given
urday afternoon and this morniner a in connection witn tins
exceptional
the court house to the following- Aacizo Otero, 21, and Francisquita Ro
mero, 20, both of Upper Las Vegas
Antoma Vigil, 19, Santa Fe. and Al- - FORUM WILL BEET AT
berto Lucero, 21, Pecos; Rosalio Ro
mero, 21, and Antonla Armijo,
16
TEMPLE BONTEHOBE
both of San Ceronimo.
-

Ro-

Cluny Lace Curtains. Big Value.

Joseph Taichert has purchased the
cleaning plant of the National Woolen
Mills, which is to close business here
Taichert will run the plant In connec
tion with his clothing store.

,

THE OLD RELIABLE

VIOLA'S

31

4.95 for

17.95 for

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me
morial Episcopal church will meet to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
Mrs. Harry Haskell, 1059 Sixth street.

YOU are figuring- - right now on
buying a SPRING SUIT and wonder-

fortius $2.00 Values.

3.35 for the $5.00 Llmogee

Goods Sent on Approval

EL PORVENIR RANCH RESORT,
Telephone Olive 5174 or Main 20

1.45

$

For 50 Feet Coupled

Adv.

Must Be Your Choice If
You Choose Right

SKATES

ALL SIZES

Seamless

'

Or The L System Clothes

-

for particulars.

1

Hart, Scboffner and Marx

I

Ply
Leader Hose

The Fraternal
Brotherhood will
hold its regular meeting tonight. All
members are requested to be present,

St earn s Store

DI

TUESDAY

5

Try, a dram ot Old Taylor Bour
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Onions

APRIL 28,

Another Lot

LOCAL NEWS
-

OPTIC, MONDAY,
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Tonn woodwork,

i

iiiita varus

itav'ifeiarTr.ii

piano and furniture

look like new, all by

. .
" :
uiuinitiim
ine veneer,
iiuie girl can do the work easily. It is vuiu
not a varniah. wjm l nA
Wait for. Lanra bit H In. onmiu-- tn ronnvn ta thm
ca
l.'w.

7.

Put up in Eco
nomy Jars under the most
Sanitary conditions,- containing only
fresh peaches
and cane sugar.
pnr Jur

kva

A

BRIGHTEN

tvl

UP FOR SPRING

Go over

your good furniture with I iquid
Veneer and your older furniture give a coat

of

TINTO-TO-LA-

C.

GRAT VARNISH STAIN Suin
perior quality. No higher in price Excellent
THE

--

for

IN

Floors-CARRI- ED

J.C.

ALL COLORS.

"Complete Home Furnishers"

SOW

4

$500 00 down

tid monthly payments of 20.00 including
fiyeaoopi. frame house on two lots on N.
Eighth St. .Cement, walks, old shade trees, barn, chicken
.?
yard, etc.
in-Jer-

will buy a

If This Isn't a Bargain There Never Was One

The Investment & Agency Corporation
Main 40

-

Geo. A. Fleming. Mgr.

s

The Proof of the Pudding

New Mexico

reocii Jen

.W

a

1

May be in the eating of it, but the proof of the milk is in
the inspection of the dairy. The pudding is cooked and
possible germs destroyed.
Milk is chiefly used uncooked and possible germs are multiplied. The SANITARY DAIRY prevents the entrance of possible disease
:

germs into the milk and makes it safe for family use- .The Corbett Sanitary Dairy solicits your personal inspection at any time, but believe you would get a better
idea of what we are doing for you, if you come during the
milking periods which commence at 4 A. M. and 2 P. M.
and last about two hours. During these periods our cooling and bottling machinery are in operation.
Bottle

about

10

washing and sterilizing operations commence
A. M. and 6 P. M.

Our daily and residence are at the Forsy the place, West
Side, about two blocks south of the Plaza at junction of
Gonzaiet, and South Pacific Streets,

Tim Corhdt HimHmy fhiiry

Im

Vvfnn, New

Ih-xlc-

o

